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• ;;1S 
A complete -a by LiMff :hte been found. Its Robert Franz (Qcfe 25), Albert Tnhgi 
subject is “ King Lear.” ^ ” ‘ ’ * ~ ~ "* ~ ‘ 
II ia rumored that Dr Haas Von Duel w is an inmate 
£ an asylnr.. near Berlin. ; 
Josef Hoffman has cc ipo m d a suite of which 
Rabinsfcein speaks highly. 
. 1 i leri ian soj i :o, Ir Blanche' Stone- 
Barton, has made a success ir * don. 
Rush •, t s is being m oyed bT poe • s« t ii for 
examination as to their value as librettos, etc. . The pianQ FespondSj almosfc Uke a living tHngj to the 
Dr. Hubert Parry has written. a history of music care given it, and the owners of new or old instruments 
which' Is to be published by Kegan Paul & Co. may find a lew Mata acceptable. Variations in temper- 
Madahe Burheisteb-Petersen has received from the ature affect the delicate wo As so deddedly that the cor- 
Dak. of IWCobaag a modal for «. and ooionoo. 
Ovtdb Mpsik, the violinist, was injured in a railroad board should be turned away from the source of heat, 
wreck and sued for damages. The matter was com- It is not necessary to close the lid every night, and, in 
fact, no piano should remain closed for months at a 
Paul Kalisch, the tenor, well known to American time’ as is oi\?n th® case* 
vj- tl T« 9 3 ■ jpa summer vacation, always see that the inside of me case 
audiences, has been engaged for the Vienna Opera is daBted careMly, and before shutting it spread several 
a,isku.k .ixidf>}u. layers of paper over the wires, to absorb any dampness 
A pianoforte sonata, op. 1, by Wagner, orchestrated that may gather. The dnster should be a piece of softest 
by Mttller Berghaus, was recently given in Berlin. It old silk or cheesecl.oth, conscientiously used, and never 
as not s. dampened for use 
, „ .. , m Piano-covers are now but little used, although the 
Alexander Guilmant, the great French organist, has „ . ht „ often fancifuiiy draped with rich scarfs 
been made a Chevalier of the Legion of Honor by the f ?lkgor plnsh. Tbe real pia£0-lover does not make a 
President of the French Republic . . table for bric k-brae of its top, for to the cultivated ear 
Joseph Rhekstbssser, the composer and pianist, has any object placed upon the instrument injures its tone 
lost his wife, by 0 !-h. She was known as an author more or leas. 
FoffnasJ Do not pile music books on the piano, nor leawe them 
. * . , . .. .. . in unsightly heaps around it, but have a music-table. 
A collection of eighty-seven biographies and por- p |nd ^expensive ones are to be found in the fhr- 
traits of violinists, past and present, has been published nitur* Bt bu^ in defaalt of OQe of these, any boy or 
by A. Blnch. They begin with Corelli. ^ conld arraBge 0ne 8imiiar fc0 a dainty affair which I 
Lamoureux, the celebrated Paris conductor who made .have seen made from an old-fashioned wash-bowl stand 
so vigorous a fight for Wagner in that city, conducted rescued from the attic. _ 
the fifth symphony concert in Moscow, Russia. The wood wag painted black and varnished, a neat 
• - w cover lay across the top, and curtains of yellow China 
ft® ten* amaversary of K g ei a leatl a < »1 aiik jn small rodi gncloi d the lov r p i , where piles 
brated February 18th by the giving of “ Rienm,” with of Bheet-musie lay safe from dost, yet quite accessible, 
the revised score, and the Flying Dutchman." If your voiame8 0f Beethoven’s sonatas and Chopin’s 
A copy of Mozart’s Don Giovanni,”, said by experts nocturnes happen to be in paper covers, they may be 
to be in the master’s own hand, has been found. It was saved much longer from felling apart by gluing'to the 
probably written during his stay in Prague in 1787. binding, at the middle of the back, & broad nbbon, 
m „ , . ,. , . v . . which is tied around tbe book when it is closed. 
Theresa Careno achieved a triumph by her playing For keeping open bound volumes, I have found a sim- 
of Eugene D’Albert’s (her husband) second piano con- . mn8icrweight more • convenient than the patented 
certo. It is reported to be a fine, musicianly work. bolders, which too often nip opt pieces from the 
The model for the Mozart monument to be erected in leaves. Make a muslin bag twelve inches in length by 
Vienna has been completed. The monument will Le of two in width, and fill it with fine, dry sarsd. Close 
marble, with the ornaments, festoons, and masks gilded, tightly, and make an outer cover of silk with fringed 
Mr. Albert Becker, of the Berlin Cathedral choir, en^fted^thmammribbon. 
enters upon the duties of cantor of tbe Thomas school of in the rack and holds tke PS » P 
fey This **,*• *"*** held W* Seb“t'an The hlSfe Sltmp ia a most desirable adjunct 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., MARCH, 1893, 
A SooShly Pffibllcatioa fat* the ‘Feaefeero cm4 Mudemts ef 
, {ggfe, 
SimoanRiaoN.BAW il.BO psr year (payAle In sdvanea). 
II THE PIAIO COSIES, 
The courts havo Scsldefl tlict all oatecribam t? newopaparo w© 
held rssBoiMible nntfl arrearages m paid and their papers' m 
la be itssoatli -. I. 
HOME. 
Grieg, the Scandinavian composer, is to conduct a 
series of his own compositions at the World’s Fair. 
A piano recital at Baltimore by Mrs. Bloomfield 
Zeisler, was very successful, as this pianist always is. 
Mr. Am Mils'. Max Heinrich, assisted by the Knaisel 
String Quartette, gave a fine song recital in Boston. ■ 
,...*3 Cohstan< Howard, who ha successfully lee 
tured wpoh Wagner iu London, has announced such a 
series ii New Pork. 
K^avier Schabwehka gave three recitals of “ Romantic 
Piano-Music” at the-Madison Square Garden Concert 
Hall, February 7, ; f, 21 
Rafael Josefft has contracted to play a series of con¬ 
certs with the New York Symphony Orchestra - ia Bos¬ 
ton, Cleveland, Toronto, Montreal. 
A mass by Dr. Frank Dossert, a New York organist 
and choir-master, is to be given, by request of Pope 
Leo XIII, on Easter Sunday at Rome, 
Miss Maud Powell, the violinist, and Mary Bunnell, 
the pianist, played at a reception given in New York. 
Fine talent to be used in private mnsicales ! 
A recent aspirant for vocal honors is Caroline Ost- 
barg., the Swedish eoprano, who. has achieved success in 
the varions concerts she has taken pari in. . 
Paderewski continues his wonderfel success in his 
piano recitals. Without support of any Mad he holds 
the attention of crowded houses. The pecuniary 3uc- 
eesB, is fully as great. 
An address on church music was delivered before the 
students of the General Theological Seminary by the 
instructor in chtirck music. It was illustrated by a full 
choral service. This is a step in an important direction 
and is worthy of emulation. 
. TOREIGN. 
Ambroise Thomas has returned to Paris restored in 
health. 
The public of Milan were disappointed with the 
sinriner of Patti. 
Among items appealing to ni^aiciftna ETfl vie facts Evehwhen the latter were irthned musicians they were 
presented as to the dehcacyAiid^aracy of^he ear, incapable of hearing sounds that were quite audible tb 
which is capable of . appreciating differences wholly lm- u.,lj -v . 
oesible to the eye. children who had .no, musical training whatever. This 
The xperiments illt *irat i g sympathetic vibrations tact, like many others .t ight be adduced, is a strik- 
are of great interest and explain or point out an im- ing commentary on the necessity of beginning early the 
portent use of the darner pedal of the piano. training oftte young when eye and aar aot t0 s ;k of 
usical intervals. and ;te m p e rament is given. a complete .. ,? , * , F. .... 
chapter and is very fully treat i. This branch of musical £ae otaer senses., are ever on the fieri, 3 quick to 
mathematics should be carefully‘studied by professional detect sounds and forms and colors which at a later 
musicians,, and the. treatment it receives here is just period would entirely escape their observation, or that 
suited to such a purpose. . . of one who had never been taught the wonderful powers 
ooThe'remarks upon placing; in: pnreintoitionare ex- v "T, F » 
ceedingly interesting.' T! e work is i rery scholarly one and capabilities of the five senses w.ien properly 
and at no time is it dry or uninteresting. ■ educated. 
The range of experiments is very great, and includes - 
many new and very delicate instruments. _ . « 
The labors of the author axe ceitsin to produce wlISSXlOHS HHu ;iTOllSW8IfSt 
valuable insults in causing a closer union between the . ; ^ I 
of music in. general musical study. {Onr subscribers are invited tosend In questions for this depart- 
lne publishers nave Clone their portion Or tne worK ment. vPtdise write tSaju on one aide of the paper only, and not 
welLandthe result is a acholarly book put forth in very with, gthr-y ■ iMaga on the same ahefet l* Ev'sey-. Case tbs 
«ttror>riiro: ahrlo TP. wall on* nnh^ fine and vnlim- W****®!? BUM, ADDBES8 -nm*. HB GIVEN, dr . the quefliiOBB Will 
ana yaiua. ^ire ndiattontlohi W ho cage trih the writer's name ba printed 
ble illustrations. W all and strongly pound. to the quesSiosw In ®sa Etude. Questions that have no general 
We hope mnsicans will procure it. It can be had of interest will not recelve.attention.] 1 
the publisher ot The Et;jdb. Ques.—1; What is the difference between a Cadenza 
HEW PUBLIC ATIOHS 
DELICACY AID ACCURACY OP THE EAR 
And then the ear is a wonderfully accurate instra- Ans.—1. These vertical marks yon doubtless found 
ment, and capable of appreciating minute differences in the.“Thirty Studies,” by Heller, or in the Cady edi- 
that would be wholly impossible in the case of the eye. tion of Mendelssohn’s “ Songs Without Words.” The 
According to Dr. W. H. Stone, “ an architect or Riemann edition of classics contains them; in fact, 
draughtsman who, between two lines neither parallel they were invented, by Riemann. They show the mo- 
nor in one plane, made an error of estimation by eye tives, or they may- be called breathing places. ‘ Play the 
not exceeding one-thirtieth, would gain credit for un- passages, making the note before the mark a very little 
usual precision. But in the ear one-thirtieth amounts to staccato, and their meaning will be evident. However, 
quarter of a tone, and by ear one-forty-fifth of a tone is in playing they serve more for pauses to be understood 
easily determined.” A skillful pianoforte tuner can do by the player than to be made clearly evident to the 
much more. He is called upon, for instance, to dis- listener. They are to be felt by the player rather than 
tingnish between a true and an equally tempered fifth, be heard clearly by the listener. 
where the difference is only the one-hundredth of a tone. 2. The chromatic scale can be taught-very early in the 
He should, accordingly, be able to recognize at least six course. It makes no special difference which is taught 
hundred different sounds in an octave. More than this, first. Mo harm conld come if the chromatic scale was 
according to the investigations of Professor Mayer, it is taught before the major; in fact, there would be a gain 
possible under specially favorable conditions and for in some particulars. The chromatic scale is the easiest 
sounds whose pitch is near that of Cs, to distinguish' scale of all, - - - ■ • 
from each other notes which do not differ by more than 3. Diatonic chords are those within the given scale— 
the T^th of a semitone. those that have no chromatic signs, sharps, fiats, or 
In the rapidity of its appreciation the ear is re- naturals placed before the notes. The dominant chord 
markable. In a fraction of a second it can accurately in the minor is an exception. C. W. L. 
refer any note to its place in the scale and can jnst as Ques.—What is the meaning of the short horizontal 
easily and as quickly separate from each other several mark, also the same with a dot under it? —: These 
widely different notes. According to recent investiga- characters are found over or under notes. B. u. 
tions, the ear is capable of hearing a sound when only Airs.-The horizontal mark is the half accent. It is 
two vibrations are made. It should therefore hear the als0 u8ed to indicate thafc the note mQ8fc ba™ foU 
middle notes of the pianoforte in the two-or three-hnn- duration. The dot calls for a slight staccato effect with 
dredth | irt jf a second, it requires more time, how- the half accent v- 7. L. 
ever, for the ear to distinguish the fnii characteristic of Que&.—-How should the letter names of the notes be 
a note. To do this, according to the experiments of taught to a beginner ? d. a. s. 
Exner, Auerbach, and W.' Kohlrausch, from two to Ans.-Teach only five of them at the first lesson, 
twenty vibrations are necessary. BeSin on middle 0 if y°u can* The Point is> Slve the 
With proper training, and practice the organ of hear- names o£ only 8uch letter8 as the PnPU is to n0e in hh 
ing can be rendered remarkably sensitive and accurate. dailr Practice. Of course, he should at once learn the 
There is rarely any physical defect in the ear itself. • The “a8ical alPhabet* °» D> B> et0l> m*hl8 first ieSBOn'that 
defects ordinarily noticed and spoken of are such as san £earn *aeki m can rePea,t them from mmno^r. 
be easilj remedied by cnltivation. It may, it Ip true, _ _ _ 
never be able to attain the remarkable range of audition Qces.—Why do most instructors omit writing out the 
, , , , , chromatic scales with signatures, just as they do major 
we have spoken a above i may sever becon so aad ^inor scales. We Irb always taught that this s4le 
m rt; ;s n 
but its delicacy can be increased and its general appre- them written out in instructors f M. c. 
ciation of musical sounds wonderfully improved. This Airs.—-The reason probably is that the chromatic scale 
is especially true if the work of instruction is begun In Is exactly the same, whatever tone is used as a starting- 
childhood, when the organ of hearing is naturally most point. That is to say, since the chromatic scale divides 
sensitive and most readily susceptible of cultivation. each and every octave into twelve equal semitones, there 
In making experiments with rods and timing-forks is no special need of any signature. In fact, it «/ould be 
■ | • . ' V 
k OOIOISE GHEOHOLOGIOIE HISTOEY OF 
THE CHIEF*' MUSIOMHS "AMD MUSldAE 
EVEHTS FEOM A. D. 1380-1885. 
WHIT DOES MUSIC EXFEESS ? 
In view bf the many ideas advanced as to the power Jj^®1 
of music to express defi idee i to awak well- othp 
em'otions fe the hearer, the following 'extracts S£Z2Z 
from an actual teat made by Prof. Gilman, instructor c*^********^^ — • 
in psychology *at, Clark University, Worcester, *n 
Mass., po great into Snl tests, with the 
eductions whi may i drawn after such tests become 
1 'thy, will aited with considerable 
^aae ge in i ip vely religioi 
•wise ly feeling; the cl jc of nome t of 
ot nniti e, with i < 3iight
m tying o: it were, tl ionl before 
taking a very jol 1 ,lue. 
O. Ni ng clear. 
Dance of village young mei* .. ns: pleas- 
impa- anb or gay responses ; mild abandon. 
About thirty persons accepted an invitation to attend faster! im-a*/ran?™1"6 *** W&Ik 1 8lep hlgt 5 Gtep 1<W 5 
i a concert at which were given certain carefully selected . Serene'confidence. 
WrntP musical fragments to which had been attributed a defi- , m?de.fin®d; 
nite musical expressiveness. Each person was provided vf Known “any- ... , 
Distinguished with a notebook, in which he answered certain questions desires, each of which is worthy; now one is stronger 
,, conce ag each piece performed. now the otl r, and the < comes nearer and 
Thet irk the evening cisasisted in obtaining answers 5eB^®r' whei the steps ieadirig to 
- rt* brd T”,tirteM■“of music, one being the bjeet of two questions. Nearly ent with the as. 
all of the pieces were played more than once, some S’* k vague impression of regret, 
several times, and although they succeeded each other ; slear impression. The fhs t half . uj 
almost without intermission, except for putting the ques- halff nothing. ° a PeasantB’ fete m Brittany, the last 
tions and making necessary explanations, the expen- _ H. The joyful .uplifting of ah oppressed soul that feelo 
ment ed w in any relaxation in the interest of the itself release from depths of angnish through faith in: a 
kind, heav< ly Father. 
I. No impression other than a musical one. 
J. A demand; a bitter disappointment, concealed by 
gayety and nonchalance sometimes, but ill concealed. b 
£C, Rocking in a boat on a dancing, sparkling sea; 
surroundings cause a happy state of mind. 
L. No impression. 
BY - ra. 
ATS. _ -- 
1786 Friedric ,u, b. B nover. ier| 
m n] jo Pi i. 
Carl Maria v. Weber, B < in. Wrote “ per 
Fr gohiitz,” “Obei er great woe 
1787 C aid v. Gluck, d. Vienna 
Fir m !ozar ‘Doi G i.” 
}8 Carl P mannel Bach, d. Hamburg. ' 
1789 Robert Nicholas C. Borhsa, b. ontu^di. A 
l Ha: n< Co-. oe the 
Har; 
Friedrich Eras iTesi a, b. Magdebu. 
veral Quartettes, Sou etc. 
174 Carl J seph Li} . ?o 
■ VI >w oser 
First per ac of i rt’s “ Cosi fan Tutte. 
1791 Ferdinand .Heroid, b. Bnn&. Wjr< e“Zampa” 
ad. ar 0|j ras. 
Wolfgang Amadou Mozart, d. Vienna. 
First, rt rt’s “ $fagic Flute.” 
Sir J i Hi ndom 
M uiem.” 
H ye o E I. 
1792 G kimo 1 irq. Great Operatic 
Composer's “ William TelL” ■“ II Barbiere," 
, etc. ‘ fcAvAbiA 
“ Marseillaise ” composed by Rouget de Lisle. , „ - 
Cipriani Potter, b. London,, A celebrated teacher I wenty-eight notebooks were the result, 
of the Pianoforte. 
Moritz Han mnn, b. Drc ien. Professor, Com- 
poi d Theori . 
Jacques .F6r s, b. France. .1 iented 
\ iolinist at Co, ? for the Vic 
rmo Meyerbeer, ^'Berlin. Great Operatic 
C mp r; “H ©nots,” “ Dinorah,” etc, 
Ignaz Moscheles, b. Prague. Professor,- Pianist, 
and Composer. 
Carl Czerny, b. Vigpna. Celel i at ■ d for his ex- 
c ies. .. 
1795 Heinri i ■ M er, b. Zittan. Wrote “ Hans 
Heil g” i '0} ras. - 
PariB ( atpire of Music founded. 
1796 Erard’ st Eft Gr id loforte. 
1797 Save .te, b. N des. Composer of 
^ several Opcyas. ' ' 
Gaetano Dt tti, b. Bergamo. Wrote “ Ln- 
crezia ” “Luc ,” and other favorite 
Operas. 
Frans. ‘ srt, b. ’Vienna. Famed for his splen¬ 
did Songf ts, and other great i • ks. 
1798 Giuditta Pasta (Madame), b. Como. A distiu- 
Singt 
Henry Bertini, b. Lor on. Well known for his 
ex<jel of te studies. 
Haydn’s oratorio, “The Creation,” finished. 
“Aflgemeine Musikalische Zeitung ’ ’ first pub- 
Ji d. 
1799 Fran9ois Elie Hal6vy, b. Paris. Wrote “La 
Jnive” and other Operas. 
First i be uancc if B» Id e l’s ‘ liph of Bag • 
dad.” 
1800 Sir John Goss, b. Hants. Theorist; Composer 
of splendid Church Music. 
Niccolo Piccinni, d. Paasy., 
First irformance of C irubini’s “ Wsssertriiger.” 
Beethoven's First Symphony. 
£-Jl Vincenzo Belli.,;, b. Sieily. Wrote the operas 
“1 io lbula,” “Puritai etc. 
1802 C ., b. Be a. eat Violinie 
a uposer for 1' olir 
am .mold, 
Ueethoven’s Second Symphony 
1803 HecN’jt Berlioz, b. France. Wrot 
S nphonies Ope s. 
, Bernhard Moli ae, b. Nu . em. nd 
C m jr. 
Charles A doipb Adam, b. Paris. Wrote “ P 
tilloi s Lon, r O iras. 
art Lortzin Ber Wrote “Ct 
Z umer ” and o er O sras. 
Gaeti 
1804 Sir i Jins B ct, b. Stuttgart. ,Ce 
Cm ■, Pianist, id \ ' 
>h ai ■ Vienna. . Prol c Com- 
oser >f Da - ic., 
Franz Lachner, b. Bavaria. Composer of excel- 
' lent »b a. 
Johann Adam Hiller, d. Lei} ig. 
pi 7. 
1805 Luigi Boccherini, it Madrid, 
First j Bee- iovc ’s u Leonora." 
^ (Fidelio.) 
1806 John Bat ett, h. Be fo ro i Of ra, 
“ Fair Ro 1m * works. 
i^ . pacu, -. - Well-tempered clavichord. ■ Prelude in 
Question HI. E flat minor. In the “ Conversation on Music” (p. 5) 
What is the main impression produced by the follow- Eubinstein writes: “ . . . the tragic in no opera sounds, 
ing passage taken as a whole? sonndj as_itys heard .in. v . , or in the prelude in 
Beethoven. Piano-forte Sonata in D, opus 28 (often p- flat D?mor of Bach 8 Wohltemperirte Clavier.” 
called the Pastoral Sonata, but, it is said, without war- riano B0l°- 
rant from the composer). Fragment of the allegro, Answers to VIII. 
beginning with the 77th bar and ending with the 125th. A. Religious. 
According to Edmund Gurney (“Power of Sound,” p. B. Unsatisfactory. * 
169) this passage * ‘ affects the inner sense with a compel- C. Tragically Sad. Widow of a dead patriot. 
sion,.a concentrated passion of movement, so overpower- D. Fanciful; full of fancy. Picture: Twilight; a 
ing that I scarcely know its parallel in music; the four woman playing and dreaming, 
bars break in the middle, making the swing of the mo- E. ???? Non-significant. 
tive, as it recurs, seem more than ever sesistless.” The F. ^ 
allegro was played from the beginning up to the 13th H. Sad. 
bar, the attention of the audience being' especially^ called I. Funereal, 
to the passage remarked upon by Gurney. Piano-solo. J. Instability. . 
Awrwkrb iprt TIT K. Not light enough for "fantastic; ” too much 
. T ,, ■ * matterfor the merely negative; “disjointed.” Whimsical. 
A. Joyful contentment. . L. Interesting, but to me not particularly beautiful 
, fy . . P*ec? bro?Sht my mind a girl half talking, or great. It seems, incomplete, more like an introduc- 
to herselt, ending with a careless laugh. tion to something else. 
jojroasieeling : M. Disimnted. ‘.a’;| 
of out doors, with its invigorating and cheering influ- jvr* This kind of thing declines to be expressed ex- 
■ cepE^s, say, a seraph’s song, a song of one excelling 
It suggests the opera;, the orchestra works to a in knowledge^ 
mild climax ; not the grand climax of the whole. A O. Funeral march ? 
woman sings, one of her first songs; a touch of feeling 
ending with the customary runs. A. Satisfactory. - 
E. Noble joy on a terrace, eighteenth century, people B. Soothing. 
in pearl color and powder dancing it; then the piece C. Heavily monotonous. 
loses that date ;..the joy appears based on an assured E. Known. Massive: the massiveness of a cathe- 
good impatiently looked for in the rapid running pas- dral, with the delicate tracery of the frescoing and pillar 
sages, and the reasons of the certainty of its coming ornamentation occasionally revealed by the light, 
rather triumphantly laid down in the staccato thnmps. F. Gloomy. 
The above describes the whole piece, not only the ter- G. Interesting and dignified ; non-emotional, 
mination. . H. Serious (philosophical), majestically elevated— 
F. The ipri* ;j. bat to a dizzy height, a Is Beethoven. 
G. Suggests a melody in one of Sullivan’s operas, J. Languor; reluctance. 
perhaps lolanthe: “I heard the witch remark, etc.” K. Contentment. 
H. Impression very slight; mild progress and success; L. Feelings after a disappointment; not cheerless, 
runs, to me, are meaningless. , , • but serious; and more uplifting than sad ; at .the same ; 
I. Song chor. - >n i cars ;. singing to the time more or less sad. 
beat on the rails; no deep emotion. _ . 
J. Gave me a feeling of light-heartedness, such as one 
rly morning c a beautiful My m er (says the v arable Gounoc had 
day; the joy of life .... me x pupil as well a her nur >ra, and amiii .rized 
K. Renaissance w ?k. 'Trivial -1 s of sur »s; my ears with wi i s. He ce, my per- 
flonneed dresses tasrp- longs iri ,silk ception-t am ^ the intervals coi pi 
lined, elaborate walking sticks,—and human hearts quite as rapid as my perception, of words, it not more 
1. . Betdre I cooid speak, I disti ‘siahed and recognized 
*n- ■ it su{ 7) is ■ the different airs with which my ears were 
famA Io me, and I feaTs-.- entirely material aseoda- lulled. It must uot oa concluded th.-*i ^ precocions cul- 
tions with it, I cannot disconnect them from the music, ts ’ ear is su S ; to r ke a musician capable 
An far as 1. can do 10, it seems at first a little trivial, be- of composing. Bat it is certusu that one can initiate the 
coming then more aerioir', with occasional ontbnrsts ear tq musical language, exactly as to spoken language^' 
the trivial side. and can develop the musical sense in & much larger num- 
M. It puzzles me. The impression is filled with charm, ber of children than is commonly done. I have known 
but it is very difficult to analyze. Suggests something children to sing false because their mothers and imrses 
slightly frivolous—a comic opera ? sang false and spoiled their ear. It is not the voice 
N. , Beethoven’s “ Pastoral Sonata.” -My impressions which is false—it is the perception of the intervals which 
are very old and personal as to this sonata. I never has been falsified by vicious expressions. 
MJm 
quartette evening? of the elder brothers M!iiller, and the 
ller said himself: ‘‘ When I-heard operas 
by the more modern Italians, ! .always experienced, the 
sensation felt after eating forbidden frnit, in spite of the 
attractions afforded by the pleasurable elepaents thereof. 
1 could not at that time ’explain the.--.reason to myself 5 
there was not a critic in Brunswick, and the mnoicians 
with whom I as at part, still 
lads with whom I zealously battled on the point.” 
A visit to a near relative at Potsdam in 1888—-which 
visit gave him an opportunity fro play at one of the Phil¬ 
harmonic Society’s concerfcs-^-had a decided influence 
Ms ■ artistic development. His relative, who was as 
artistically disposed as he was noble minded, sent the 
eighteen-year-old lad to Vienna for further tuition. 
Czerny was to take Mm in hand., ■ ., , -, . 
Kohler described Ms journey and meeting with Czerny 
“ My journey was (in 1889, withoutrailways) 
Fifs.LsipMgsDpgsde1i5.aei Prague. In Leipzig I heard 
w ‘Huguenots,’ which made a profound 
and yet repeilant impression on me, the still completely 
uncritical being. It was only later on that I explained 
libretto ;of which his cousin, Einil Palieske, wa, his'fel- 
low-worker, and the score of which he handed in to the 
Brunswick: Theatre -after Ms return to Ms: native home. 
Bat while excerpts frbm his opera were being rang in 
the hospitable and artistically animated home Of the 
singer Schmezer, wdth whom Kohler and Alex. Feska 
. i'k * f, <If,\ Schm&w -s', -- - * . 
another subject for opera, namely, “Maria Dolores,” a 
tragic , wi ? been 
eels * a new libret set to work the> an with fiery 
seal, s id soon cc ted the woi He then withdrew 
the first era and sut nd, which was 
repeatedly perforated immediately after the then still 
new opera of “ Stradella,” and earned great approval, 
hot only in niraaicai connoisseur circles butalso by the 
Gasael.chapel master, Louis Spoh . who was accidentally 
present. But it did not hold favor , long; the subject 
was too v; infill. 
■ But KSMer had already lost all interest in this opera, 
and allowed it to-lie, without complying with Spohr’s 
wish to send it to him for performance at Cassel. How¬ 
ever, neither time nor trouble had been wasted, for such 
a 
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LOUIE KOHLER. 
A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH BY AUGUST SEISBB. 
Louis Kohlkb, one of the most prominent of contem¬ 
poraneous pianoforte pedagogues, an excellent critic 
and writer on musical matters, was born at Brunswick 
on the 5th of September, 1820. The modest means of 
his parents afforded him in early youth no opportunity 
of hearing music; nevertheless his mother represented 
the guiding principle in art, inasmuch as she opened up 
to him the, ever fresh music treasures contained in “ The 
Folks’ SongSg” for which Kohler retained in mature 
manhood a great veneration, as is evident in his collec¬ 
tion of “ National Songs and Dances ” (published by 
Litolff, Brunswick). He saw pianos in the families of 
his playfellows, and felt such an uncontrollable impulse 
to touch the notes as is felt by many boys without their 
possessing the same degree of reverence as Kohler dis¬ 
played. His beautiful, clear, and high soprano voice 
one day aroused the notice of the Prefect, Andreas Son- 
nemann, who admitted him in the choir of which the 
latter was conductor. As is still required in some 
^places, this choir was among other duties bound to parade 
me streets on Wednesdays and Saturdays—as was the 
custom in Luther’s time—and to sing anthems by Rolle, 
choruses by Handel, etc., in front of the Louses. ■ As 
young Kohler had a remarkably sensitive ear and quick 
perception, Sonnemann took more and more interest in 
the boy, and noticing that his fingers were admirably 
suited to pianoforte-playing, he volunteered to give the 
boy lessons therein, as also in singing. This offer was 
faithfully carried into effect for five long years. Kohler 
made rapid progress, owing to his untiring industry. 
But, in order not to serve ait in a one-sided manner, he 
took lessons in violin-playing from Ch. Zinkeisen, and 
was soon able to play in the Brunswick theatre orches¬ 
tra. L. Zinkeisen, the father of the former—having been 
a pupil of Forkel, the biographer of Bach and a friend 
of Bach’s sons—and, later on, Ad. Leibrock instructed 
him in harmony and general-bass. After our hero had 
already made some earlier modest attempts at composi¬ 
tion, he now ventured thereon with redoubled zefcl and 
confidence. A number of songs, choruses, pianoforte 
pieces, etc., were thus created, and, having the opportu¬ 
nity afforded by the vicinity of the Military Music Insti¬ 
tute of learning all instruments, lie also composed 
orchestral works, and in a comparatively short time 
played pianoforte concertos by Hummel and Mosobeles, 
for which this orchestra was available. It became also 
possible to him at this time to hear good music, princi¬ 
pally through the orchestral concerts conducted by Court- 
chapel master Alb. Ifethfesssl, as also through the 
L:Lfvfr;': Lf ■ I'd vsL fr:fr;’fr.-v.'D'D'M f LfrMvfMMLvLf -L ImLL.L, v y-CI-Dv DLL y-DM y ’yd|yydo 
to myself this/aversion as arising from the fact that the experiences cou(d only serve to clear up his views with 
regard to the castaway opera compositions of that period. 
The, mental revolution which , was taking place in the 
young artist, and the inward struggle consequent thereon, 
induced Mm to refuse a libretto_for Shakespeare’s 
“ Merry Wives of Windsor,” as being no longer in har- 
noi rith his 1 ideas and experiences witl jg&rd t( 
opera. B composed it an thei libretto . 1 on 
episode frou ‘ Gil Bias,” hich libw to had eei 
ten at his request, but he devoted himself herein more 
to, characteristic expression than to sensual .melody, and 
submitted the score in Brunswick and then In Leipzig, 
where it was accepted. Nevertheless it diet not reach 
performance here, for lie was hindered from further 
attention thereto by such constantly re-occurring and 
ever-progressive ideas of operatic reform that it became 
almost repugnant to him to create operas in the usual 
style, while these ideas taught Mm to recognize practi¬ 
cally that which was later on .described as “ the sur¬ 
mounted standpoint.” It is true that these ideas could 
not be brought into-practical effect,1 butthey were ever 
fermenting witMn Mm and kept him back from cheerful 
creations. W© find in; these circumstances, the natural 
explanation as to why Richard Wagner’s ** Opera and 
Drama” took such warm hold on Mm, as these deal with 
the main points which gave speech to his own vague 
views. ■ ; 
Specially translated from the Mem Mmtk-ZaUung, of Cologne, for 
- The Etude, by Harry Brett. 
* Leipzig, January 29,1898. 
If music is studied at all -it ought to be. studied 
thoroughly-Mid. from' ‘be; very first. :Parents are apt to 
think.toal. anybody.and that ; any gort 
of piano is c enoi h for t h t to a ice on 1 > 
mistake can be more fatal. A child who is fit to be 
taught at all should be taught by a capable musician, 
with ntel jene © onj • tc * fee the - - 
merely superficial but solid, and not only solid but in: 
teresting. A great deal of the preliminary study of 
music is not at all interesting, unless the teacher 
thoroughly un stand and > kes the rab tom k 
the child understand, the infinite and complicated beautf' 
of the science of harmony, in opposition to the dullness 
of mere strumming. Then the little sonl, should there 
be a musical soul, will soon wake np, will comprehend 
the why and wherefore of the most wearisome of scales 
and the hardest of exercises, and conceive an ambition 
not merely “ to play a piece,” bnt to become a true 
musician. 
And here let me end with a passionate and indignant 
1 >t rt u % re ha it wMc ill-conditioned uest-s in 
dulge in, and weak‘hostesses permit, of talking, during 
music—a solecism in good manners and -good.feeling, 
which, whenever it is found, either in pnblic or in pri- 
1 te; shonld be put a stop id re ly 
If people do not like mnsic, they need hot . listen to ft, 
they san go away. But any jelf at 
a concert or in a drawing-room where mnsic is going on, 
and does not pay it the respect of silence—'total silence 
—is severely to be jreprimanded, And 'whosbeves’, in 
any public room, sits by and dbes not 'remonstrate against 
such behavior, or, in a private -room,. connives- at; and 
submits to it, is—-let me pot it; in the mildest form—a 
very weak-minded and cowardly person.- —MissMuloch. 
Huguenots’ was the first, work dictated by the specula¬ 
tive phantasy of a long-headed writer which I had. heard. 
I reached say goal without any further noteworthy 00- . 
Everything visible in Vienna created an 
immense impression on me, but the musical end I had 
in view so filled my. mind that I kept away from all and 
hast * J tc Dz t he rei led i t le house oi th 
then celebrated pianoforte maker, Graf, close to the 
Karl’s Church,, on the' Wieden. ■. Little, broad, and 
rotund Czerny, clad in a gray dressing gown, was writing 
basil . lascript b . a. nd writ ig a ten Is wer< 
spread around, 00 that I could believe the tale to the 
effect that, while one side of a work was drying, he wrote 
on another sheet, and thus worked from table to table. 
He very politely raised Ms little cap and, upon mj re¬ 
quest for tuition, his cat-gray eyes twinkled in a friendly 
manner as he informed me that he had not taught for a 
>1 me, c nd 10 le of e himst * lelj 1 
tion. All my entreaties (with tear-filled eyes, as I 
thought of my long and unsuccessful journey) were with¬ 
out effect. * But,’ said he, ‘ I will send you to one better 
than myself 1 ’ and he wrote down, C. M. von Booklet, 
a player in Hummel’s style, who had once been highly 
esteemed by Beethoven, and was thought much of in 
Vienna. Then he noted the names of Simon Seehter 
and Ignaz Ritter von Seyfried, for theory.” 
Kohler secured these teachers and studied under their 
excellent supervision with great zeal. It is not to be 
wondered at that, with his energetic industry (he prac¬ 
ticed eight to twelve hours daily); von Booklet let Mm 
“ go free ”' after one and a half years, and told Mm to 
listen solely m masters, practice independent of all tui¬ 
tion, and appear in public. 
However, Kohler (who had a natural repugnance to 
the career of a virtuoso) then took lessons with Seehter 
in general bass, together with the composing of small 
pieces, while, later on, Seyfried, who was a fellow pupil 
1 Beeth< ei Ml cl jer (born 1736 die II BOS) 
led him forward in four-part phrasing, theninto simple 
and double counterpoint, two-four part canon, simple 
and double fugue, besides practicing other composition 
exercises in strictly thematic style. When both became 
exhausted from the zealous work, Seyfried would often 
relate his pergonal experiences of Haydn; Mozart, and 
Be tho ['his * den > ragingly rathe •„ sevens 
in11 ispired y ith I 1841 tu ae ompj nied Mi t acl -■ 
hom he wa p tiei Is ly devoted, to b % a 
- frui >f this tt 0 fro: *-0 dm r le ieor< i- 
cian were, in addition to various. compositions, a gym* 
_<> >ny in D a jor 1 id s rin| q ai ette, both >ased at 
themes furnished by Seyfried for the purposes of elabo¬ 
ration.. « 
In the same year Kohler received from C. Von Hoitey, 
who was at that time dramatist and actor at she theatre 
by tbe Wien, the flattering order to compose overture, 
ehc as s, nd mel i dran at s music to the *' B steal of 
Euripides,” for that theatre. This work was performed 
three evenings in succession and accepted with applause 
even by the critics, lie further composed s romantic 
opera in three acts, “Prince and Painter,” on the 
THE l£USIO TEAOpB AID THE DEMAND OF 
THE TIMES. . 
The ory of the,.age'is for culture-cultur® deep.broad, 
he : ) on sc ift is toward 
mere ■ a, t prehc . decried by 
BY bdwabd dxokinbon. ad 3 time. 1 ; bu modern knowl- 
- $ certainly sialism elal- 
One wl illy o serves tl pr< • sical ism is a met , not an . ad. IS ere it is pnsbed to an 
uj ily unworthy prominence a rective will always appear. 
„e musi incre amber t - He in Ge , y, the sj dalis ’ ! >n r excellence 
• if lectures on music, and in any otbei ? ys, a new word - ion, that the spirit is 
; fail aw tw closely re cor isioi more 1 i l faculty, the n< ban the spectacled 
One is that music is becoming recognized by the whole plodder. Gladstone, in his recent Oxford address, 
nation as an essential element in its life, and the other, glorified Oxford and Cambridge that they had affordedi 
that the popular musical education is coming more a d no foothold to the theory of education £i that would have fusers, 
more into the hands of men and women of broad it to construct machines rather than to form char- 
culture and high intellectual abilities; This rising and acters.” Lowell, in his noble Harvard oration, sonnded 
roaden tendency of music ytudy .md inati action i te sa e n e and c the mind of all hinkir? 
something comparatively new. It dates within the America with him. In our country least of all can the 
essional experit if lose lotyet lie life, specialist mechanical theory hold sway. The> inspired 
It is not in the art and literary centres only that this task of America is popular education. Our scholars 
fact is obvious,—even in remote and obscure towns the need not hope or wish to vie with those of .Germany in 
teacher of music whose merit consists only in dexterity digging out grains of fact from hidden mines ; it is for 
as a performer, and whose instruction begins and ends ours to ’‘diffuse intelligence and see that it works for 
with technical drill, is no longer accepted as satisfying right'thinking and right living. • > 
all requirements. The recognition that music, like the There is no space here to expand these hints, nor is 
other arts, is rooted in the desire of self-revelation, it necessary. The knowledge of music in the broad and 
which is the most powerful and universal of the spiritual not merely a single branch of it, a general acquaintance 
instincts, that it has a history which is indissolubly with the essential principles of art, history, and science 
bound up with the progress of modern civilization, that sufficient to enable one to see the right relations of the 
its great masters were in the current of the spiritual life specialty to the whole, 
of tl • ir times and both i licenced it id reflected it 
upc ibsf snt thought, that music is based upo-t 
philosophic ies, that its i re and develi >- 
ment are subject law, and ,t it cannot ignored teai h« r. 
without eshleting the universal sj spai ies v lich it 
should be the aim of every' serious pe ion to develop— 
this conviction is becoming deeply rooted everywhere. 
It is fast taking ae place of the old notion that when 
music gives a i oothing am lseu . ant for a leisure- hour i bs 
function is fulfilled. The consequence is that music 
1b blending with the great popular educational move¬ 
ment which is the gl ry of oui ige and country 
This wide-spread spirit of seriousness in musical 
culture will carry‘our music’teachers.up with it, or it 
will swamp them. It is already swamping many. 
Most of us could probably mention instances of men 
who a few years ago were successful, so far as large higher worth and give his whole effort to correcting a °. “et 
classes and incomes constituted success, who are now pupil’s uneven scale or imperfect tone? Many.yield to ten Ye 
admitted failures, their following gone, their names the temptation to intellectual self-indulgence. An with tl 
ignored. They did not see in time that methods were eminent German musician is losing his great reputation j>Qe 
changing, that new requirements demanded constant as a teacher on account of hiB devotion to composition. 
adaptation, that they must keep pace with the public In this instance, perhaps, the benefit is simply trans- eager!’ 
needs or be thrown aside. The same fate awaits many ferred, but in many other cases there is a loss of wrote 
morqwho will not broaden with the life around them. usefulness. What is needed is a disciplined strength Cho 
Thes?m.elancholy failures are often due, of course, to which will, enable the man to put all his mind upon return- 
indolence or lack of conscience. We need not waste routine details when his duty lies there, and upon the pleased the audience. 
ny sympathy >i admonitioi if fk *3 h. Bu on tl bre le n itter . h - they ai the jail ol v‘ hour, 
other hand the inability to meet the high emergencies, Both are needed—the latter to idealize the former, the 
the lack of credit in general society, the dead weight former to regulate the latter. 'Technic is only a means, 
which would keep musical culture on a low intellectual to be sure, but it is a means to a noble end, and is also 
plane and which society is now trying to shake off, are a part of that end. Music cannot act except through a 
often owing to the very habit which for a time may personal medium. To train an interpreter is, therefore, 
bring material success. The temptation of the music to share in the creation of a work by aiding an act of 
teacher is to confine himself within a monotonous re-creation, and the completeness of that re-creation de¬ 
routine, and of all specialists the musical speciEtiist is pends upon the thoroughness of the unimaginative 
the most narrow. That this is so comes from the very technical training. Criticism, too, without minute tech- 
nature of things. Performance is the object of musical nical knowledge is not of much value, as a great deal 
instruction in the vast majority of cases; musical per- of loose contemporary writing, not only on music but 
formance is a reproducing, not a producing art, and the ' also on other art subjects, will show us. Perfection lies 
mastery of its mere mechanism is an achievement of in planting each step on scientific principles and then, 
extreme, difficulty. ' The teacher in the art school or when, that is done, never pausing, 
studio has for his aim immediate or ultimate creation- Let the. teacher, then, idealize his work; let him 
production, not reproduction. The teacher of literature illuminate it with the living colors of imagination; 
works for the development of taste and for mental stim- make technic the foundation, not the cap-stone; above 
ulus and enlightenment. But the sapics teacher, seeing all, perceiving with Emerson, that “ nothing is fair or 
that his most obvious task Is technical drill, in most good alone,” touch all life and culture with his special 
tilows mselft he rbe y it, 2 art. T~i means this at une. '« ai everywhere at 
his i .is 01 hing lustily 7 in- hand, in the country as well as in t city. T! 
evitabl law, stops all mental growth in himself. The never a determination that cannot find a j?ay. 
more his services are in demand the less time he has for • , ~ 
interests outside of his routine, and the less lie cares for 
dam, and the final result is an intellectual £? agnation Teachers who circulate The Ei de among 
'inch resets disastrously upon the very techni pupils, aEd thus create a greater interest in st ,will theory and much practie 53 
instruction which ia Ms sole dependence. please see Pu ,es in t issue; ridering.—The Temps. 
GENIUS U CHILDHOOD 
BU . bA 5NPO&*. 
In reading about the lives of ticians one 
is a wonderful ability they in 
chil od. Mozart’8 child life taps tl 1 
know ce of this, hav m his passionate 
love for 1 ic as early 1 three years; he c< . sed a 
minuet at four, and a y< - later w >te out what he 1 ®- 
posed. Then, at- six years old, he traveled with his 
father to the different courts, playing the piano before 
ht lobi ty, were amazed at tin rill ji th baby 
Hummel, Me sar - fi s j »il show d almost equal 
talent. He began to learn the violin when four yean 
old. and the piano and singing twelve months after. 
Under Mozart’s 1 he became at nine years a 
marvellous pianist for-Ms‘age. ' . • . • 
. Beethoven, the greatest of all in the world of music, 
composed at thirteen. Mozart heai d him play and ex- 
clai i to friend, “ Mark that; some day .you will 
hear from him;” 
The Ba«*h ' ly are - -- orated • -.as-', mnriel&iv-t and 
Johann Sebastian is regarded as the flower of hisr&ce 
for his beautiful work, tl The Passion, according to St. 
atthew.” He studied the elements of music when he 
was a little over ten, and copied by moonlight a music 
book that bad been denied him by his elder brot sr, 
working over it six. months. 
Handel’s youthJU another example of the strong love; 
for music, fighting against difficulties. His father 
wished Mm to become a lawyer, and discouraged his 
a disposition |o help the spread desire for studying music, sending from the house all 
of good taste and correct judgment among one’s pupils . nfc8- But the boy managed, with 
and m general society-these are the qualities which and theDj when every one was asleep, he practiced night 
public sentiment is beginning to demand of the music after night. When he was nine years old his father 
That these demands are still far from being took him to a palace to visit a relative who was 
met is undeniable. The same may be said of America employed there, /onng Handel wandered into the 
‘ ,, , ., , „ .. ... .. chapel and soon found the keys of the organ. The duke 
that a recent writer has said of Germany: Mnsiker heard him and urged his father to cultivate his son’s love 
sind selten; Musikanten zahllos.” for music, which opened the way for Germany’s noblest 
A word of warning is needed here on the other side, oratorio writer. At eleven years Handel wrote hymns 
An enthusiasm for culture has its dangers too. The "hich 8unS in the PrinciPal torches of his native 
A SUGGESTION, 
Be sure you do not give advice on points of which yon 
are not well posted. Again, do not be too “ wordy , 
. rplar turn is often turn* 1 tc jonfi ioi by sing more 
words than are necessary. Avoid repeating as far as is 
practicable. It Is well td consider the material in hand; 
You cannot expect much from illiterate children or 
grown persons. It would be very foolish to feed an 
infant on strong me , 1 so lo >k we I to. the intelligen a 
of your pupils. Give them such food as they demand. 
u cannot bnild a cs box from straw, neither can 
you ake n am v lings. At this, point 
ny teachers lack t- may expect to 
all classes in y .-k; ’ J 
- teachers’ c. am JB 
not g‘: lo 
ft 
MUSIC FEOM . PU1 5TD OINT. 
A pew weeks ago, my attention was attracted to an 
article in the Etude by Mrs. Flora Hunter, a prominent 
teacher in Indianapolis, in which she propounded a series 
of questions to her pupils ; they are as foils 'a:— 
music ? 
2. How long do yo > expect to study ? 
3. How well do y ou desire to play? * 
4. What do you desire to know )f musical art ? 
To which four questions I added a fifth one, as fol¬ 
lows:— 
5. What is your idea of a musical education ? 
These questions I had printed and n 
my music pupils, ‘ it a view t f obtaining 1 
these subjects, and most them were i ie re¬ 
turned with the questions answered as desired, according 
to th$ different views or ideas entertained by the different 
pupils. The answers were universally encouraging. 
. >om i to say, however, t—wi lout being un¬ 
kind enough to accuse any of my pupils of being insin¬ 
cere—the answers received showed a height of ambi¬ 
tion which etheyrarB~nqt apt to attain in the few short 
years allotted to man—and woman—kind, with the 
limited amount of application now being bestowed npon 
their studies. 
■ 1 will copy a few of the answers received. 
To the first question—Why are yon studying music ?— 
Two replied, “ Because I like it and in order to teach 
To n jory history of 'd 
to ccel in y music.” . 
Four e-.a '• “To know . ~ .ft ■ L>,y 
r ” (which ,is very oodasfa goes). 
“ To understand perfectly all the rudiments and ele¬ 
ments of music.” 
Eight had formed no opinion. 
“ A thorough knowledge of mnsic as a science, and an 
ability to execute brilliantly as well as compose.” 
REINPOKE ON OZA T OONOE COf 
PAEENTAL OONTEOL. 
■- ' Eight answers were “ In order to learn howto play.” 
' “ To learn how to play and to cultivate a musical taste." 
“ Because I love it, and that I may be of use to others,” 
was the answer of two. 
“To please myjjarents and because I am devoted to 
it,” is the sentiment expressed in six papers. 
“ Became T am made to " 
“To give pleasure to myself and others,” five replied. 
“ Because I love it and want to learn as much about it 
as possible,” is the answer expressed in three papers. 
To the second question—How long do you expect to 
study?—the answers were equally varied, ranging from 
i couple of years to a Tv time 1 
The following are some of the answers received ^o the 
■ ’ third question—How well do yon desire to play ? 
Two wanted to play “ As well as any one ever played, 
and so well that I can take . the most difficult piece and 
I * f it ritl out anj prac ice. 
“My ambition exceeds my capacity, but I suppose I 
should try to be satisfied with the latter, as I should at 
least have done my duty.” 
Very well indeed.” 
“ As well as Rebecca Brown.” 
“ It is impossible for me to reach my ideal, but I want 
to do as well as I possibly can.” 
“ Better than I can ever learn to play,” is stated in 
three papers. 
Eight say, “ As well as I am capable of,” or “ As well 
as possible.” 
“To be able tc play the Last Hope.” 
Six are ambitions to play “ As well as the greatest 
The need is not for more music pupils nor more music 
teachers, but for more parents who have a good liberal 
share of back bone. Children-^-and some .people never 
get over being children—require constant direction, en- 
conr ent, and, what is more valuable than either, a 
rigid control on the part of the parent. The average 
young person has not application or will power enough 
to hold them to more than an hour a day of serious 
musical work. The parents who'feel the obligations 
they owe to" their children will then step in and exert 
their will power where that of the child fails. How 
pitiful it is. to hear a parent say: “I jest can’t make my 
child practice. I tell her to, bnt that is all the good it 
does.” How pitiful! what an acknowledgment for a 
parent to make! If the parent has no control over such 
a thing as music practice, what hopes are there for con¬ 
trol and direction in the more serions affairs of life ? if 
the child has already assumed the upper hand, let the 
parent step < 1 t nd acknowledge th< 'selves 
a failure as parents. If this were done in every case of 
the kind perhaps every town and village would see more 
■ abdications than have been furnished by all the thrones 
of the world. 
So then, give ns more backbone on the part of the 
parents, not that the child may do better work at muBic 
alone, but that by parental discipline he may become 
ready to assnme the responsibilities of life that will soon 
he thrust upon him. A life failure on the part of the 
child is in eight cases out of ten the fault of the parents 
in not providing a discipline which is at once loving, but 
strict; kind, but inflexible. 
[ have km m tol rablj food players to I made out 
of untalented children by persevering mothers, and such 
mothers did far more for the child than to give it a 
musical education. I have in mind a girl whose musical 
education was virtually whipped into her by an aspiring 
mother. Even in this case the child was the gainer. It 
is said that the first step toward being a successful gen¬ 
eral is to be a successful private—in other words, the 
child will be better prepared to conquer the difficulties of 
myldepart ent ( f ’> ' if has i en sul set o i firn 
and kind parental discipline.—W. F. Gates. 
What & pity it is that a festival must begin before t -te 
artconcei 
3 recent public tion of a very lau ble treatise by 
the 1 lhauB ( certs in Leipsic, 
Prof||parl iteinecke: “For the re-enliv nent t the 
■ Jertos.” ce Fer Hiller 
passed vay and Cle ■ more appeal 
befo. s public, Reinecke as nt rival ii Germany as 
a M z er. He is therefore calif as no it 
speak a decisive v rd as to the < nception t 
nance of t 3se ozart pian cer >s. He hold’s 
neither the public nor the virtuosi alone responsible for 
the neglect pf these works. There must be some fault 
in the works themselves. “ Certainly,” says Reinecke, 
“they affo i the player pportunity to display his 
delivery and his dexterity, _ but not enough ; since, 
according to the custom of his day, Mozart neglected to 
write.out many things in his concertos as he played them 
himself, and as he would have had them played by 
others, and drew only the outlines of many places whose 
filling out was left to the performer himself."’ 
In Mozart’s day the solo-player enjoyed greater, 
II - rS es that n >nr day The j neral a ic ption of the 
cadenza shows this; as does, furthermore the fact that 
Mozart has written hardly a single sign of shading in his 
concertos, while the compositions for piano alone are 
mostly very exactly marked. Mozart not only, entrusted 
the so-called great cadenza to the performer, he 
demanded of him that he should add from his own 
invention the little transitions before the returns to the 
leading theme. This is shown by a number of mans- 
3ci pt ih eta in fo ar sown handwrit nj whichconts i 
the e “entrances is Me zart called h m i d \ Inch 
ire ’ • Reine ke’s posse sio Th w re pr bably 
writt for puj Is whe rare mable to inve t such n - 
sage thems res- ipro that Mozart demanded at such 
j >o as tl ae ittlc return o th< hen Rein ck ala 
shows by extracts from the concertos, both measures 
and periods, of a poverty such as one does not find in 
any of -his other work, and which Mozart surely did not 
play as written nor would have had them thus played. 
I is a t ngula fact hat ml s other piano rkt ilm i 
without exceptio Mozart adorns the repetitions >f th 
slow themes at e ias (i the] app ai u> “<-* than 
t rice) -.1 the mos ^ tried nelismatic ornam< itat as 
which is rarely in his concertos. Here we find the sing¬ 
ing melodies of the slow movements repeated four or 
five times and wholly without change. Plainly enough 
the performer is expected to appear as the composer. 
Philip Em. Bach, under whose influence Mozart without 
doubt stood, wrote in one of his prefaces: “ Changes 
are necessary nowadays in repetitions; they are expected 
of every performer.” Where and how the performer is 
to make these variations, ornamentations, etc., which, 
without affecting its style, are yet to heighten the effect 
of the work, Reinecke’s treatise shows in the clearest 
and most detailed manner.-—The Boston Musieal Herald. 
WOMAN IN MUSIC. ILLUSTRIOUS SONS OF HUMBLE SIEES. 
.■masieians.- 
' -‘ft,: 
“ As well as yon.” 
“ I have never seen any one who came up to my ideal 
performer.” - 
- {I am afraid this young lady expects entirely too much 
from poor humanity.) 
■ - To the fourth question,- -what do you desire to know of 
musical art? the replies -may be summarized in the 
one answer, “ As mnch &s I can learn,” with a few scat- 
ering votes in favor of “ As mnch as my teacher.” 
The answers to the fifth and last question, what is your 
tea, of a musical education f are more varied. Here are 
. few of them:. 
“ A thorough understanding of the technical part of 
the art. A good idea of the lives and characters of the 
masters, and s capacity for understanding and appreciat¬ 
ing their works. Then I suppose personal achievements 
will follow.” 
: “ To play perfectly, read and play expressively.” 
“ To be able to appreciate all that is beautiful in music. 
No woman has become a great composer; but this is 
Ti • *i* > o he i a; aci y, but ' • lack of c pp >i unit y. 
Until very - , tly, w< is n ha bee » ea lade "'v7" t • 
field of art, while man has had hundreds of years to de¬ 
velop his intellect and emotions in an art direction. 
Now, practice not only improves, bntit develops capacity 
—opportunity makes while it advances the musician. 
What chance had woman of becoming a composer, 
say. In the time of Palestrina? What was her social 
position? what her art cultivation? If she could have 
written, would she have been allowed to write? and 
what favorable elements were in her past history that 
would lrg sr to writ* 
For countless generations, through all pre-historie 
times, through all historical times, np past the Middle 
Ages, man has been the master, woman the slave.. He 
has not allowed her to cultivate herself up to the height 
of her mental and emotional capacities; he has stood in 
the way of nature in so doing; and he has cultivated 
woman down to the low level whereon she could he a 
os ful servant to him. 
In recent times woman has been allowed more liberty; 
Mozart’s father was a bookbinder. 
The father of Verdi was a day laborer. 
Wagner’ s father was a clerk in a police court. 
The composer, Gliick, was the son of a gamekeeper. 
The father of Franz; Schubert was a schoolmaster. 
The father of Spontini the opera composer, was a 
farm laborer. 
The father of George Frederich Handel was a country 
doctor. 
Cherubini, the great Italian opera writer, was the son 
of a theater violinist. 
Jean Beethoven, the father of Ludwig von Beethoven, 
was a chorus singer. . 
The father of Spohr* the great violinist, was a country'' 
doctor with small practice. 
The father of Palestrina, the composer of sacred 
mas - was a cool or, eon e si a wait© - 
Hans Bach, the father of the Bach family, was a baker. 
Over 200 of his descendants have been famous as 
bnt how can it be expected that she conld do in a few - neglecting business. 
musicians. 
The father of Haydn, the composer of “The Crea- 
! on,” w i a whe .? right - > ’ often scolI d Ms ** i ! r 
years what it has taken man centuries to perform ? Com¬ 
pared with the degradations of a long past, what conld 
she accomplish in the short space of half a centnry ? 
In Borne things woman can neither wish nor hope to 
be man’8 eqnal; in other things, given equal time, she 
can and will he his equal. Music is one of these. It is 
Fhefath of Rc ssini h< - lian maestri w a,s < be " 
and also the town trumpeter, and on his instrument the 
young musician took his first lessons in the divine art. 
Self-conceit is a hindrance to real progress in any 
study. A person may, however, be aware of possessing 
th( most sm tio al and the most spiri ml f all th irts; ape lal malifications fe music ft >r science, and know 
and in it woman will not only sing her love dnet and her 
cradle song, bnt express all the emotions of her nature. 
There has been a Mrs. Somerville m science ; there has 
been a George Eliot in literature ; there has been a Mrs. 
Browning in poetry ; there has been an Angelica Kauf- 
mann and a Rosa Bonh'enr in painting; and is it reason¬ 
able to claim that in music—the one, art most fitted for 
her—she shall not be represented ? Truly, when she sings 
her cradle song, it will be over the birth of her liberty— 
when the last link of her chain has fallen from her, and 
she stands free to develop her art-capacity according to 
the fall bent of her nature.—Rubinstein, ft,. 
tin lis tidies m being f oi o-s*'7 ^ onnsnal and 
flattering success that is especially creditable to himself, 
without being afflicted with an overweening and offen¬ 
sive egotism. One ussy have a pardonable pride in Ilia 
abilities and attainments, and yet feel that there is mnch 
to learn, and be willing to be instructed. Such a one 
will get >n. ie who ' ate of hia 
powers as causes him to be indifferent to the i nstructi or 
of his teacher, and considera practice unnecessary on 
account of hie superior talents, has already placed a 
barrier in the way of advancement, and Any progress 
that he makes will be in a backward direction, ft bb 
‘ft 
. 
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RULES FOB SOAEE-FIl&EBIEGS (II) Minor. 
Bulk :-—Little finger falls— 
. In Z^.hand, on C and G; “ "Y 
In right hand, on E and A. , thaff 
<>I 
(gO Double Major Scales in Sixths. yonne 
Glass I.-—Scales having not more than four sharps. “ I 
Rule :—Middle finger falls— tiwit * 
In left hand, on the seventh or leading-tone ; onies 
•In right band, on the sixth or sub-mediant. that i 
Class II.—Scales having from one to seven flats purelj 
inclusive. „ “® c<? 
Rule —Middle finger falls— ' from** 
In left hand, on the fifth or dominant; Si I 
In right hand, on the sixth or sub-mediant. softly. 
(I.) Double Minor Scales in Sixths. 
Rule:-—The fingers of both hands fall on the same 
Is ya as in he ti nic major scales 
if) Double Chromatic Scales' in Sixths. 
(I) Major. 
Rule:—Middle finger falls— 
In left hand, on E flat and A flat; 
In right hand, on C sharp and G sharp. 
(II) Minor. 
Rule:—Middle finger falls— 
In left hand, on E and A ; 
In right hand, on C and G. J 
The scales in which special fingerings allow of some¬ 
what easier hand positions, are as follows:— 
Double Major Scales in Thirds. 
In B (G flat) place left hand little finger on the sub- 
dominant. 
In B flat place right hand little finger on the sub- 
mediant. ’ , * 
Double-Minor Scales in Thirds. 
In A and E place left hand little finger on the dom¬ 
inant. 
In C and F place right hand little finger on the tonic. 
In D place right hand little finger on the super-tonic. 
Double Major Scales in Sixths. 
In G and D place left hand middle finger on G in both 
scales. 
In E flat and B flat place right hand middle finger on 
A (flat 01 natural). 
Do - .i Mi tor Scale i Si eth . 
In A and E place left hand middle finger on the tonic. 
In B and F place left hand middle finger on the 
mediant. ' • 
In E, B, E fl it 8 flat; and G flat, place rigl t hand 
middle finger on the tonic. One op the Miseries op Teaching.—We take the 
■ ‘ ____ following extract from a letter received from an experi- 
7—= ... - - - ' enced teacher who discerns the evils connected with, 
BEGIIBISUB. ' . teaching, and expresses himself in unmistakable terms. • 
—— He says, in referring to the idiotic cranky children, 
u All the beginnings are difficult.” Many a mm: dunces with no talent and with no hope of ever coming; 
learned this, in his younger days, from the first page of out of their .4, B, C: How to leach these delesiaMi 
Ms copy-book, and has learned the truth of it from Ms pupils, of which ■ every teacher has some, need not bfe 
experiences ever since. .He 1ms learned it with reference asked, for that Is impossible; but I -mean to inq-.wo 
to himself, although he is likely to forget it. with refer- whether we should keep them,—and' still be honest. I 
ence to others. He is especially liable to overlook it in have seen a country greenhorn enter a clothing store and 
dealing with the beginner of life itself—the child. The ask for a number 32 coat. The dealer had only a 40 left, 
jan does n at Hke io begin the ds itting t of bed and w> to sell it as badly is music teac would 
in the morning ; he does not know exactly how to begin like to take all the pupils they can. But is there no dif- 
u-1 - peech. Once let I tin ference tween the hon e teacher the clothing 
the morning, and he has no inclination to go back to dealer ? The latter made the greenhorn try the 40, and, 
bed 5 let him get fairly into the trend of discourse, and although he knew it didn’t suit, he talked and talked and 
the old obstacle of beginning remains only as a memory, talked, until Mr. Greeny, looking into the mirror, thought 
It is the beginner who best knows the difficulties that he was an Adonis. Shall we tell the parents that their 
beset.the beginner, and this is why a teacher of small child will learn piano ; shall we take their money, which 
knowledge may be the best teacher for one whose know-. in our hands feels like fiery coals; or shall we have that 
ledge is still less. Such a teacher is still fresh from the self-denial which makes it our imperative duty to tell 
difficulties of beginning, but yet he has accomplished it: parents—•even at the risk of lositog their friendship-^-that 
A little girlwho was trying to follow her father’s instruc- it is no nse to throw their money away? Ah! there is 
tions in learning to ride her tricycle found small success the rub. Parents don’t believe that; you are wrong, they: 
until another little girl hot much larger than herself,' say; you are a bad teacher: you are a dance; their child 
seeing the difficulty, ran to her and solved the problem. iB an Undeveloped Liszt, and somebody else vill'tc&e the 
The .father labored long in vain as a teacher; but the child—and the money. This, as yon well know, is one 
Other child, of five years, accomplished the father’s of the miseries of the teacher, and would be fully offset 
purpose in a short time, although quite innocent of her by your talented pupils; but stop, this is a horse of an- 
own teaching power. No one need be deterred from other color; the rapid and solid success is not credited 
some kind of teaching on the simple plea that he is not to the painstaking teacher. it is the dear angel Of a child 
learned,k Beginnings are difficult; but that is why one who can’t be beat. Oh, that we teachers are naturally 
MERELT A. BLUFF' 
The following rules are intended to simplify, as far as 
possible, both the learning of the scales and the sight 
reading of any scale passages that may occur in compo¬ 
sitions. Their design is not to facilitate the playing of 
any particular scale, or to foster the study of scales for 
iheir own sake; but it is to facilitate the playing of 
scales in general, and to foster the musical applicat s 
f scale practicing, especial!j in unfamiii music. 
Every fingering specified is perfectly practicable, and 
generally, where the rules designate a fingering that 
assigne e rale 
will be found in < easy and 
natural as that which must be specially learned. A, few 
special i > s offer a intag is in 
ease anc i posi be w, 
and these fingeri may young pupils of 
only moderate talent. For all others the great advantage 
of simplicity and uniformity in general scale study 
should to dopti se rules. 
. it should be remarked that the rules as given apply to 
notes on the' ibdicated staff-degree, whether chromati¬ 
cally altered or not. 
The scales of nnmentioned signatures are fingered 
like their enharmonic equivalents. 
(a) Simple Major Scales. 
Class I.—Scales having not more than four sharps. 
Rule : —Ring finger falls — 
la left hand, on the second or supertonic; 
In right hand, on fixe seventh or leading tone. 
Class II.—Scales having from one to seven flats 
inclusive. 
• Rule Thumb falls on C and F in both- hands. 
(6) Simple Minor Scales. 
Class I.—Scales beginning on white keys. 
Rule :—The fingers of both hands .fall on the same 
keys as is the tonic major scales. • 
Clalj II.—Scales beg bning m blacl keys 
Rule :—The fingers of bo^h hands fall on the same 
keys as in the relative major scales. 
Exception :—In the scale of A flat (G sharp) minor, 
the ring finger of the left hand falls on the fourth or 
Bub dominant 
THE SECRET OF SUCCESS 
• . to Me he organ in • * I c ntry choir 
‘ v. . sellc kb crov ~c >1 ni ever « d tire 
> earned t< :ai 1 a is i> *. t he prom • 1 •, ‘ od 
When that old organ thundered underneath the player’s hand, 
f tare’s the > ra maki g—please ton s where I’m at 
That wind was raw material, and mighty raw si that: 
Bat when it. came a-rushmg that old organ’s piping through. 
It then uss finished product, way up on Its finish too. 
I slid the hard raw labor—pumping in the wind, yon see. 
The organist did better—a skilled worker, sir, was she. ■ 
A hundred s could handle my pump job at any day; 
The church was minus music when that woman stayed away, 
ind bo in early childhood . - » o hiss * d 1 
To dodge old competition, just quit handling the rate 
■st irn to make si pi ids; you will llv< o in4 yout it 
1 fgood lings ill *t . is yo eulti e j > kill. 
The folks who at the organ stay, there ever pumping wind, 
. tardl cans to grumhl he they tag tongb a >1 
Those folks ri o ’ ,.*«j i. ,i«, dl- </* r pedal s op, anikey 
That lets the wind from prison in a flood of harmony. 
/ " Sural New Yorker, 
. (c) Simple Chromatic Scales. ■ 
Rule:—Middle finger falls— 
In left hand, on C, D, and A sharps, and G 
natural; 
In right band, on C, D, and F sharps, and A 
natu ral. 
(d) Double Major Scales in Thirds. 
Class I.—Scales having not more than four sharps. 
Rule:—Little finger falls— 
In left hand, on the first or tonic ; 
In right hand, on the fifth or dominant. 
Class II.—Scales having from one to seven flats 
inclusive. 
Rule : —Little finger falls— 
In left hand, on the sixth or sub-mediant; 
In right hand, on the seventh or leading tone. 
(/) Double Chromatic Scales in Thirds; 
(I)Major. 
Rule :—Little finger falls— 
THOUGHTS OH /PIANO PEAOTIGE AS A 
FAOTQE IN OHAEAOTEE BtJILDING. 
HINTS AND HELPS; musio students and physical 
OULTUEE. 
* .Ty. •...;... ... ........ -,m 
; Whatever refines our taBte, also refines our feelings.— 
It seemsstrange thatstudents who pass most of their F. Liszt, 
should riot realize that they possess in their own bodies have a reciprocal dree* on others.—JtC. Schumann. 
; A»y of fte gre.too»po.ttloB86^W ThP whole 
mony which is the secret of Creation, This instrument of; bat to play such a piece no, that is the work of a modern life and education is at fault in this regard, 
they have too frequently neglected to control, and it goes lifetime.—Nenselt. • While rapidly increasingcoriipetition renders specializing 
with them through life, uttering discords hideous and . absolutely necessary tosuccess in ariy given department, 
appalling. ' * \ The,one and only form of music is melody; no music the general trend and pressure of the times are strongly 
A little observation among piano pupils, for instance, ;s conceivable without melody, and both are absolutely toward versatility rather than precision and perfection 
will illustrate this assertion. Physical healthanff strength H Wanner in any one line. The variety of studieB of which we are 
may exist where there is no physical culture. The neces- P * . y . given but the merest smattering in onr public schools, 
sity for continuous piano^practice very o^^brings about y the notion that your teacher is the countless newspapers and Periodicals which con- 
physical evils which might easily be remedied at farst by , , 3 Tr , ■ stantly invite to a hasty and casual perusal, theinnumer- 
counteracting physical exercises. Any deviation from giving music that is not ha enough. It you learn tv able current-topics under discussion, concerning which 
the normal healthy carriage of the body or head is a note play a piece really perfect, and with good expression, it we are expected to be at toast superficially posted ; 
of discord in the physical framework. The rounded w;il be hard enough. above all, our .hurried, flurried, feverish manner of life 
shoulders, hanging heads, crooked backs, depresse s tend to establish the habit of skimming carelessly what 
chests, one side shorter than the other, right hip and If music is to be your profession, you cannot top early we, at a first glance, take to be the cream, but what is too 
right shoulder higher than accustom yourself to regard the subject-matter of a piece often on\thei aknm..**om, everything within Our reach 
seen among pianists, are among the physical sms. lhey J . 6 , t . as we rush along, with which to cram our memories 
percnit themselves. Nine out of ten Bingers stand incor- of music as of greater moment and importance ttian it already abnorm ly distended till mental dyspepsia and 
rectiy, arid nine out of ten performers of any kind on a outward form.—Mendelssohn. diseased assiiriilation are the Inevitable result. Fixed 
concert programme.walk awkwardly, and salute the audi- : . attention upon anyone subject for any protracted period 
ence with bows entirely devoid of grace. And this, not A novelty is often no less attractive than repulsive, or careful, discriminating investigation of its details, be- 
because they do not love harmony and long to produce it, jatter feeiing often proves the merit of a work, come well nigh impossible. Yet the successful specialist 
but simply from their neglect of the physical sense of , • _ m(inr;n. ti.„n „noti.fiP is always he who can acquire the power to focus the 
rhythm. They fail to realize that their physical organism ® ' entire strength of his intellect upon a single point till 
is the instrument of expression, and that the laws which pleased too much on a farst hearing. Jrti. Ju. Isach. jt glows luminous in the white heat, and difficulties melt 
underlay expression are the laws which underlay all art. . , . away like the diamond in the concentrated flame of the 
The various branches of art are but expression in varied The pianoforte is at once the race-course or our 1m- blowpipe. 
forms. To express himself, the painter uses color, the agination and the confidant of our solitary and deepest There is nothing better than the well-directed study of 
sculptor form, the poet rhythm, the musician sound, but tbougbts ; the solo quartet, on the other hand, is a re- the piano to train the faculty of mental concentration, 
the Creator employs the human body, into which He fined, intellectnal conversation in a congenial, select No other intellectual occupation demands as close, un- 
- - . si wavering attention, or calls for the simultaneous control 
circle. Marx. and manipulation of as many different factors. The 
—-*—— _ , .... writer has had some experience in a variety of studies— 
Do not disturb the tide of time p enjoin beginners to linguistic, mathematical, and philosophical—and can 
THE ACCOMPANIST. study the old masters, but do not ask from them that truly say be never found one that was not mere child’s 
_ excessive simplicity which degenerates to affectation, play in .comparison to memorizing a lengthy, .difficult 
. . . . . , Teach them rather to make judicious use of the wider exposition by one of .the standard writers, either as 
The art of accompanying soloists is very difficult, and , . £ , . regards the degree ot intense application required, or 
many otherwise fine musicians of talent and good stand-. Scope which modern music affords. Schumann. the. mental fatigue resulting. Again, in rendering a 
ing come to grief through it. The orchestral conductor, _ . e ,, . , . ' rapid, complex movement intelligently the unflagging 
for instance, who is otherwise the absolute master of his ■“ 18 to “e feared that most young people who drop celerity and infallible precision with which, both mind 
men, may fail to do his duty whenever he has to accom- their playing for the sake of singing, do so more from and will must jointly act, are simply incredible to the 
pany an instrumental or vocal artist. There are some laziness than really in the interest of their voice. More- uninitiated, to say nothing of the nervous and .muscular 
men who can accompany vocal music and yet are entirely the yoice fails 80oner or ]ate whereas the facility f?rce and con.tro1 wkic.h fre r.®guis^ B°th haads ar® 
*i*>. of place nth i rtrui: sntal pe former m vice , imi > a eotisly occupied -•’-!* 1 erent • ork, and 
versa. To secure an accompaniment which irreproach- and talent acquired tor playing lasts, and is a source of generally each with a number of noteB at a time ; every 
ably unites with the soloist, a certain unanimity of feeling, much pleasure and usefulness to one’s self and others.— one of these separate notes has its own particular 
as well as education is necessary. An equality of tempera- Christine Nilsson. rhythmical value, not seldom different from that of all 
ment in two artists is the only salvation, and not always the others, yet with an exact relation to the whole that 
is this equality to be found. It is true, the accompanist Tn cnltivatn form for its own sake* i« the nf muBt be accurately measured, and each has at the same 
may acquire the talent by long practice of subordinating time its own Pecaliar kind and deSree of tone’ <1™^’ 
his own conception to that of (he soloist *, but occasion ^mmerce, not of art; those who devote themselves to and qaantityfapon tbe pr0per balance and blending of 
ally his individuality may break through and mar the it may call themselves artists, but they are only dabblers, which the effect of the whole depends; meanwhile the 
effect. The more intelligent, thoughtful, and cultivated an artist, accents and shading must not be forgotten. The cres- 
Leaving orchestral accompaniments entirely out of the more refined will be the ideas and feelings which he cendoes and diminuendoes.the accelerandoes arid retards 
the question and speaking only of those gentlemen who * , . j. j-, Ti . must be introduced in due season and proportion; the 
• > - < pnbli pedal must be properly manipulated, in itself no trifle, 
performance, we must make the remark, that almost the rr,. , . . . . ... while thrdugh it allthe general intention and character of 
first chord will show the difference between a good and . The modern custom of natne\to compositions the compoBition miI8t be borne clearly, steadily in mind ; 
a mediocre accompanist. The good musician will not is deprecated by many on the ground that ‘good music and all these manifold, varied elements must be com- 
e;: will aid him and lend him his does not require such sign-posts. ” True ; but neither bined info one distinct, concrete, mental concept, which 
help by chaste and clean phrasing. Of course, we do is the merit of the music impaired thereby: and it is, we cal1 an interpretation. It is no exaggeration to say 
not refer to miscellaneous concerts, where light songs of < ,, . , , - .. ' . that in the average presto movement the pianist is called 
ephemeral character are the feature, and young pianists moreover, the most effectual means of preventing mis- upQn to make in ^ach 8eparate second of time that 
are thumping away their accompaniments at rapid speed interpretations of the character of compositions.— passes no less than sixty distinct efforts of cerebration, 
to the singing of a yodthful vocalist of little or no talent; Schumann. x each of them to be transmuted into a distinct act oi 
but to concerts of a serious character, where songs of volition and transmitted throngh the motor nerves 
sterling value are performed before cultivated and musi- To enjoy music we should be close to it; for distanefep to the requisite muscles. If any one. iB inclined 
cal audiences. In concerts of this high character, we if it does not deprive it of its principal charm, at least to fancy that this feat can be achieved with wandering 
have a right to expect good accompanists, who under- attention and lax, slippery mental grip, with an intel 
stand the imnortance of their nosition and the inflnence weakens and impairs its effect. What pleasure would ^ii not been trained throngh 
BY EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. 
To Mms Celm Caul 
After Millet’s Painting 
Melt© m©d©mt<u) 
.sempre e 
dolciss 
Nolev The character of this composition requires a very delicate and legato touch,combined with a discreet and careful Use of both 
pedals,the Use Of the pedals has therefore beenleft to the discretion of the performer,care being taken that the harmonies are kept 
dear and nicely blended, n . .. ,0,J0 . D J Copyrtg fit fPi/3 by Thro. Pressor. 
olciss marco 
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HOME All3 DAILY LIFE IDLES FOR THE 
MUSICAL GEIEEATIOITiraW GROWING 
E II .THI ENCOURAGING 
PARAGRAPHS. 
but playonly that which you can perform properly,' 
Otherwise abstain therefrom, or it will cause you two- 
fold harm. 
If 16. Learn by heart that which you propose to play in 
public. If you have not to trouble about the notes 
you can concentrate the whole of your mind on execu- 
tion and expression 
If 17. If you are sensible you will gain more by the fault¬ 
finding of a musical connoisseur than by the praise of 
fifty others who understand little about music. 
f 18. Neglect no opportunity of playing in concert with, 
others, especially if they are in advance of you. 
Through unisonic playing on twq instruments, through 
four- and eight-handed playing, through duets, trios 
and quartettes, your own playing will become more 
rhythmical, flowing, and soulful. 
If 19. A few sheets of Cramer’s studies, of Beethoven’s 
sonatas, ;or. Bach’s preludes weigh more than ten 
pounds of dance-music, operatic melodies, and pot 
pourris. 
If 20. There are many who can play difficult pieces with 
good execution and who are nevertheless unable to 
undertake to accompany a simple song or violin piece. 
He who cannot do this should learn to do so, for he is 
Btill very far distant from the portals of the temple of 
BTEERMANMGHR, 
CHATTY LETTEB PBOM MADAME PUPDT. 
To Yooko Teachers I once had in mind to write 
book entitled, “ How to Teach.” I remembered the 
famous recipe, “How to cook a hare,” which began, 
“First catch your hare.” I was going to begin my book, 
First know thoroughly what you desire to teach,” but 
then I reflected that if the would-be teacher did know 
thoroughly what he desired to teach, he would probably 
know how to teach it; and if he did not, there would be 
no use in telling him how to teach what he did not know, 
so I decided not to write the book. 
Many a young woman who has fitted herself to teach 
music starts out but poorly equipped for the warfare in 
which she is about to engage. She may know what she 
desires to teach, and she may know how to teach it, but 
she fails to realize that most children look upon a music 
teacher as a natural enemy, and the constant contentions 
with these little sprites of mischief prove so vexatious 
and annoying, that the discouraged little teacher soon 
feels like giving up the battle and taking up a more 
peaceful occupation. 
In these days, when the parents obey the children, and 
when parents have long ago ceased to have the courage 
to convince their children of the error of their ways by 
means of the “argumentum spankadi,” but let them 
follow their own sweet will in everything, teachers find 
it difficult to make their pupils understand that they ex¬ 
pect implicit obedience. It is of the utmost importance 
that this understanding should be decided in the begin¬ 
ning,—which shall be the principal in this partnership 
of teacher and pupil,—which shall command and which 
obey. “ 
I remember two incidents in my life which showed 
he great mportanc f est bl hing Ms mderetandinj 
at the outset. The first was while riding a new horse 
my father had lately bought. The'ride progressed 
charmingly fill. we'.earn.© to a certain corner j. the horse •••• 
wanted to tarn to the left and go home, while I wished 
to turn to the right and continue my ride. The horse 
beg ms pran< i :• and ot knowing his disj >si 
tion, nor to what lengths he was prepared to go, I was 
somewhat frightened, but I said to myself, “ The one 
that conquers to-day will be master in future,” and I 
determined it should be I. The contest was brief, but 
it ended in the horse going to the right, as I had wished 
him to, and after that I never had any more trouble 
with that horse. Children are like horses, they detect 
any wavering of purpose and readily yield to decision of 
manni r. 
A good teacher must be like a skilled general, able to 
detect and-defeat the manoeuvres of the enemy, must be 
a mind reader, a diplomat, and many other things rolled 
into one. This mastery, which the teacher wishes to 
gain at the outset, need not be gotten by force nor by 
sternness. ‘ With most- pupils, it is only necessary to 
make them feel that you will never swerve from your 
spoken word, that your laws are as unchangeable as those 
of the Medes and Persians; but with certain pupils it 
may be necessary to resort to a stratagem of some kind, 
as-my second incident will illustrate. One summer I 
was visiting a lady in the country, who took an hour 
■every morning to teach her little girl to spell. The child 
was clever, bat the most exasperating little imp that 
ever needed the before-mentioned “ argnmentum.” The 
lesson progressed something like this. “ Mattie, what 
does c-a-t spell?” “Cat.” “ What does h-a-t spell?” 
“I don’t know.” “Yes, yon do.” “No, I don’t.” 
“Why, what does c-a-t spell?” “Cat.” “Then what 
does h-a-t spell?” “ I don’t know,” replied the. child 
with persistent malice. “ Mattie, what shall I do with 
yon?” cried the vexed mother. “I have a good mind to 
give yon a whipping.” Needless to say, the child never 
got the whipping. One morning I remarked,' “ Suppose 
that I teach Mattie to-morrow*?’ ’ The mother looked 
pained at the idea that I thought I could teach her child 
better than she herself conld, and the child gave me a 
glance which said, “ Do you think you can manage me ? 
Why, I’ll behave worse than I do to my mother.’! Bdt 
I had made up my mind that the first lesson should be 
as serene as a May morning, without even a question as 
to which of us were to have the mastery. The next 
morning I said, “ Mattie,"get your books,”-—and before 
the child had time to pat on one of her ugly looks, of to 
think of one of her impish tricks, I added, “ and bring 
your little table and your set of dishes and come out 
under a big. apple-tree in tl uc er the 
esBon we to have invil your 
mot *r. JBrid ,< , and it will 
be done by that time.” The child’s eyes danced with 
j fr: sur ise, and her i 1 jam ■ >m the ' ot ;hts 
she had intended to the new thought, on which it dwelt 
with delight. The lesson was perfect, and the victory 
I gained that day I kept, for the child said her lessons 
t o me t h s rest of my stay. 
When a child is fertile in devising little plots to exas¬ 
perate the teacher, it" shows that the child has an active 
mind and wants something to think about. Well, I 
give it something to think about; anil long experience 
has enabled me to divert that child’s thought to another 
thought as distant as the Antipodes. 
The teacher should he able always to keep her temper, 
but be -i impenetrable as the Sphynx 5 to detect and 
defeat these litth plots, whil, appear! igtotally oblh s 
of them, and should always act as if there were no doubt 
about all her ruleB being obeyed. Children are remark¬ 
ably c< n nd ... he teach ho cannot 
circumvent a child had better take some other vocation. 
A potent element in managing a child is surprise ; let 
the thing you do be something unexpected; this diverts 
his mind from his own thoughts into a new field, where 
perhaps the teacher can gain control of them. This 
detecting a pupil’s thought, eVen perhaps before it is 
folly formed, and defeating his little plans, while appar¬ 
ently unobservant, will add a keen zest to lessons which 
the teacher might otherwise find wearisome and vexa¬ 
tious. ■ 
The teacher who can, by her decision of character, 
tact, and unvarying good temper, . secure her pupils’ 
obedience in the first few lessons, will gain their admira¬ 
tion and liking 5 while the teacher who will either over¬ 
look 0 on est lbordination will . 1 leal to 
complain of, both as to lessons and behavior. 
The young teacher may ask—“ How can I do all this, 
how can I guess what my pupils are thinking of, how 
think of so many ways to frustrate their little conspira¬ 
cies?” I answer—try it; your success will please you, 
and experience will make it easy. Or she may say— 
“ How can I make those stubborn little thiqgs obey me, 
when they won’t?” Remember, there is always one to 
yield and one to be firm. Which will you he? 
v 
POUTS POE PUPILS, 
BY CHARLES W. LANBON. 
Sporgeoh says: “A man will do little by firing off 
his gun if he has not learned to take aim.” And that 
is just the reason why much of the practice done by 
pupils is so unproductive. There is more in learning 
V_ < to pi u i e hanth« re s in leir ing howto perforin 
Qi lity ounts 1 . h re thi - joantit . Pa Its mst .1 
taught to stop and think out not only what to do, but 
how best to do it, and to be severely self-critical, to 
really know that they have accomplished the task cor¬ 
rectly, and that word, correctly, should be given a high 
standard ; nothing short of perfect exactness shonld be 
tolerated. “Not failure, but low aim, is crime ” J. R. 
Lowell tells us. 
' :■ .. * * - ■ 
“ Fault-finding is a cheap and easy sort of criticism. 
Fault-finders never contribute anything to the progress 
of truth and righteousness.” There are some pupils as 
well as parents, it is always in the same family, where 
there is a great deal of useless, if not malicious and un¬ 
just, criticism of the music teacher; but the music teacher 
is not the only person criticised and held up to ridicule 
by sue " ; . u do < k for a 
pupil unless fee has the pupil’s fullest confidence. The 
pnpil mast believe in his teacher as being a superior 
artist, a skillful teacher, a gentleman, and a man of in¬ 
tegrity of character; but when he hears indiscriminate 
criticism at his horned he can have none of these neces¬ 
sary qualifications for success. While taking his lesson 
he is constantly in a critical mood, and gives more 
thought, to finding if the instruction given is worthy ot 
his attention and further effortB in practice, than in try¬ 
ing to understand and apply the full import of what his 
ie&eher is ainin . 
*** ** ^ ' 
“There is many a rogue in .the world who objects to 
the Tea Commandments on account of their hackneyed 
ideas and lack of. originality.”, Some pupils are a bur¬ 
den to the flesh. The teacher never goes into their pres¬ 
ence without feeling ies ond at. These pupils are t fee 
ones who have n ideals in life; they drift down ,*ard 
and never strive upwai a they continue 
to make the same heedless and inexcusable mistakes; 
they hear their teacher, from lesson to lesson, make ex¬ 
actly the same corrections, and then go home and prac¬ 
tice in the same old blundering and fruitless manner. It 
may be asked, What can a teacher do for them ? That 
cla - if >upil are alwaj indolent ad ne ei h ve ensi- 
tive natures. They furnish the few instances in which 
a teacher is justified in the use of biting sarcasm. Such 
pupils can be told exactly what they are, and that in 
plain language ; but occasionally there may be a stub¬ 
born specimen that can be better led than driven. Tact 
and a consideration of the individual characteristics of 
the pupil are always necessary. The question arises 
with the teacher, is he conscientiously justified in taking 
tuition of such pupils/ when he can see that they are 
making but slow progress ? Then it occurs to him, of all 
his pupils none give him so much trouble, and with none 
does he work harder. He will have observed that they 
do similar.work with their school and other studies, that 
all that is taught them is done under the same disad¬ 
vantages. Morally, he is justified therefore in accepting 
their tuition because all that they ever learn is taught 
under the same discouraging conditions, but profession¬ 
ally, he cannot afford to continue teaching such pupils 
unless he can inspire them to be worthy representatives 
of his skill as a teacher. 
* *. 
pT TH1;'TofeT T ;^ ^ & 
“The balloon route to the top of Olympus has never 
been successfully traveled.” “ There is no royal road to 
learning;!’ There is no substantial attainment without 
a corresponding expenditure of mental effort. The 
Booner a teacher impresses upon the mind of his pupil 
that brains count more than fingers and throats, the 
greater will be his and their musical success. Nothing 
bat hard work, and a good deal of it, ever brings one up 
to a point where his accomplishments will command 
acknowledgment and lead to a successful career. Suc¬ 
cessful pupils are invariably hard workers; the more 
talent and genius they may possess, the more Bure are 
they to make an artistic success, if they will work (note 
the “if ”); in fact, gifts of mind are a message from On 
High, plainly stating %at by hard work'the possessor 
may be head and shoulder above his fellows. “ Work 
is not man’s punishment, it is his reward and his strength, 
his glory and his pleasure,” says George Sand. 
Lessors at Home, or at the Teacher’s Resi¬ 
dence.—-The question whether it is best to take lessons 
at the pupil’s home or at the house of the teacher has 
been so often argued; that.it may perhaps not be thought 
amiss to give the following opinion, especially in regard 
to young pupils. 
If the teacher should live too far from his pupils, 
.whose regular attendance would be interfered with by 
the inclemency of the weather or oppressive heat, then 
it seems to be preferable to give lessons in the parentgT 
house, as an uninterrupted course of instruction can 
alone seem i regular advanci from step to step. Ffaere 
are, however, many reasons why lessons at the home of 
the teacher are preferred. A walk to the teacher’s is more 
apt to secure a healthy frame of mind in the pupil than 
a simple walk from one room, in the parent’s house,to 
another. The invigorating influence of freBh-air exercise 
over the body will also correspondingly. increase the 
mental vitality of the pnpil and prepare him for a well- 
spent hour of mental exercise. 
Besides this ‘.'0, e! Id has hi impressi n tl ir 1 
teacher’s room is so much more like.a real study than 
the parlor or sitting-room at home. His respectful be¬ 
havior improves ; he feels as a stranger or a guest, as it 
were, and it thus follows that instead of being restless 
and playfnl he becomes more attentive. Also the teacher’s 
instrument in perhaps different from the one used at 
home; another touch, a better tone, or a more elastic 
mechanism tend to awaken the child’s interest and 
energy. In the teacher’s house the pupil often; meets 
with other players more advanced or more, gifted, and 
their example is-sure to emulate his ambition to greater 
efforts thanbestowed heretofore,—WV Jrgang. 
Base® mmm mm U 
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OOMPEEHESTSIOir ABOVE 5 ALL; 
~~~ ' 
Only that which appeals to my spirit tan fertilize it. 
Nothing appears to me more hollow and foolish than to 
intrude i eself into something unintelligible and un¬ 
sympathetic. A waltz of Strauss, that I enjoy, a little 
ballad ihaJ speaks to my soul, ,-ne more and is 
more valuable to ms than the most sublime mass of Bach 
that I cannot c . .. d. Let each one remain true 
to himself, unco, oerned whether that which he loves 
is classed high or low by connoisseurs The “ little 
modest violet” blooms for thousands and thousands to 
- whom the second part of Faust is a scaled book. 
I ut -ve and devotion for the art is already 1 definite 
activity. Let the commencement be as lowly and modest 
as may be; but look beyond, around thee, and cease not to 
strive onward. Strive ever for progress bo long as truth 
and real inclination for the subject live in thee. 
Whatever has pleased us, we long to repeat; but we 
must a reel le con¬ 
trary of that which has pleased us: after the hold march, 
the tranquil ballad; after the splendid symphony, the 
elegant quartette, the thoughtful sonata. .If here our 
sympathy comes short, we must call reason and percep¬ 
tion to our aid. Was it only the power and magnificent 
coloring of the orchestra which impressed me iu this 
symphony ? Why does not, then, every regimental march 
produce the sime? The tonal purport, at least the 
melody, is with most persons a most powerful medium 
in pre /• ini 1 i < mo ions mu ic c ills foi ;; ju > 30 
" he 1 >• lov nit is < tor *».' 1 pai ting distin hes 
not inly laos of olore but also th figur* . whi h 
these colors are appropriate. Here, then, commences 
development from within. The pupil distinguishes, per¬ 
ceives, he analyzes effects of instrumentation and of 
melody, and thus first becomes conscious of the multipli- 
'iv 0 j* ms th t lov * gether to 7 il th wo 
of art. And this consciousness is the best incentive to 
increase the love and ardent desire for progress. Let no 
one depreciate these first steps, however unsteady and 
feeble they may be, however inappreciable the result. 
Whatever we obtain through our own striving, fructifies 
and avails us more than all that can reach us.from with¬ 
out ; it signifies nothing whence came the first impulse, 
-nor what is its result.—Marx. 
WASTE OF TIME. 
There is no study which holds out so many tempta¬ 
tions to waste of time as that of practical music. In the 
ordinary pianoforte practice of ordinary students, those 
who can only devote abont an hour each day to practice, 
at least two- thirds of this time is generally wasted. 
Scales, finger exercises, and studies are considered dry, 
and for this reason they are played through hurriedly 
and without attention ; but pupils are not always to be 
blamed for this, the fault most frequently being on the 
side of the teacher. The teacher knows that these 
mechanical exercises are dull and wearisome; and ahould 
therefore talk to the pupil about them much as a doctor 
talks to a child about physic; and he has a better chance 
with the pupil than the doctor has with the patient, be¬ 
cause the patient has no proof of the promised benefit to 
be deri jd rom the phy i< has t sxer st hi f ith 
and await the result; but the teacher'can play some 
passage which he knows it is beyond the pupil’s tech¬ 
nical | >w t * pr lace, and then expl i that he r« 
-s***4' of the m at*.. of . < srta n d • jti dj w 11 b« the 
acq isi io o this t hni al power. The'pupil th 1 ha 
something for which to work, half the dullness of the 
study disappears, there is an object to be gained, and he 
feels encouraged by the knowledge that he is working 
like an intelligentbeing, not like a mere machine. The 
greatest waste of time, however, occurs over the practice 
of a piecesupposing it to consist of a hundred bars 
out of which there are ten which the pupil cannot play, 
h« generally ;ee * on playi sg th • piece from beg in ring 
to end, and because he likes that part which he can play 
and it gives him no trouble, the difficult bars are'seram- 
bled through i nehow or qthf , the insane h a being 
ei ertain d hat they will become ea y like th > rest by 
continual practice of the whole piece. This waste of 
time is' occasioned by the laziness of the teacher, who 
• uj bt to ii sis 01 the pract ce of th( d ffi It 1 ar separ¬ 
ately I however, some few pupils will do. as they are told,’ 
especially if the benefit to be derived from a particular 
course is explained to them, but most pupils will not, 
and from each of these it is the duty of the teacher to 
take away the piece which is nearly, but not quite, mas¬ 
tered, io write out the difficult bars, Shd thus compel the 
pupil to stick to t 38e y, too, are mastered, 
very successful teacher of the organ was io. the habit of 
copying on se urate s t extracts £ in 
fugues, etc., which presented technical difficulties, never 
giving the entire work to the pupil until the extracts were 
thoroughly .learned. The result was simply marvelous, 
and as gratifying to the pupil as to the teacher. In short, 
one of. the most valuable qualifications in a teacher of 
music is the art of preventing any waste of time on the 
part of the pnpil. 
ALTIOE TO PIAEOFOBTE PUPILS. 
Do not be in & hurry : e ificnlty slurr 1 er will 
ghost to c r rep le later on. Proceed on 
some definite system and do not imagine that any 
“ method,” however good, will make jpn'.m good pianist 
without a good deal of hard work. If you can only 
practice an hour a day, divide it into’three parts,—the 
first for scales and purely technical work, the second for 
Studies adapted to develop special qualities, the third to 
pieces suited to your powers. Keep to. this plan rigidly 
and you will steadily acquire confidence and feel that you 
are making headway. Never on any account use the 
right pedal until you have studied at least as much har- 
r*as will 1 low you th( )ot of the c io d jo 1 are play 
ing: the “ loud ” pedal does not give londness but only 
prolongs th.e sounds, and if you keep it down, or even 
put it down at the wrong moment, yoa might as well 
strike every note on the instrument at one time and call 
that music. Do not allow your left foot to creep to that 
left pedal every time you see p marked in your music.; 
you should never use that p< ,i> ill youi very gentlest 
touch is too loud for you. The left pedal iB not for p, 
and not always for pp .-keep it for ppp. Try and learn to 
make your piano sing, and to this end practice four-part 
tunes from any tune-book, thus,—If your tune is written 
all in half-notes, hold the treble notes down their full 
length, and play the other three parts like eighth-notes, 
and you will be surprised at the new beauty you will give 
to the tone of the melody. Then try the same plan with 
the other parts separately, making the piano sing one 
part and accompany with the other three. Keep your 
fingers always under the control of your brains (if you 
possess the latter commodity), and cnltivate yoor brains 
by communion with the best models. Finally, do not 
let any modern nobody laugh you out of constant inter¬ 
course with Bach, Beethoven, Haydn, Mozart, Spohr, 
Mendelssohn, Schumann, Chopin, and the other accepted 
writers for the piano. What is new is not always true, 
and if you do not know enough to judge for yourself, ask 
somebody who is competent to judge for you. 
Questions anfl 
[Our subscribers are invited to send in questions for this depart¬ 
ment. Please write them on one side of the paper only, and not 
with other things on the same sheet. In Every Cask the 
■Writer’s foil AdUbess must be Given, or the questions will 
receive no attention. In no case will the writer’s name be printed 
to the questions in The Etude. Questions that have no general 
interest will not receive attention.] 
Ques.—1. Is there any book, or any other source of 
information, which would give me a thorough knowledge 
of Ludwig Deppe’s theories regarding piano technic, 
with any criticism of same ? 
2. Is there any book which would give me a clear and 
thorough idea of the various methods of piano technic, 
from the beginning to the present day, viz.: a history of 
its development ? Price of same. 
3. Has the “American College of Musicians” any¬ 
thing to do or any connection with the “ National As¬ 
sociation”? 
4. What is the name and address of publishers of the 
best journals or other periodicals on violin playing, 
music, etc., published either in this country or Ger¬ 
many? o. B. D. 
Asrs. 1.—There are two works that will be Of use to 
you, one is “ Music Study in Germany,” by Amy Fay, 
and the other is a little pamphlet which is written by 
Herr DeppCvwhich has recently been published. 
2. The best work for the treating of the development of 
piano playing is “ Fillmore’s History of Pianoforte Play¬ 
ing,” also the little work entitled, “ A NolSe Art,” by 
Fanny Morris Smith, a notice of which appeared in 
February’s issue. 
8. There are no stated requirements to become a mem¬ 
ber of the M. T. N. A. Write to B. M. Bowman; 
Steinway Hall, N. Y. City, for the constitution. The 
A. C. M. has nothing whatever to do with the National 
Association. 
4. There are only two journals devoted entirely to 
violin playing, one of which is called The Strad, and is 
published by Wm. Beeves, of London, 85 Fleet Street, 
the other by Mi Gemundei o Sew York C ty, ah 
advertisement of which will be found in another part of 
this journal. 
Ques.—Why should Mason’s “Two-Finger Ex- 
ercises ’ b( played on the reed rg n without wind? 
- . ■■ - - H. H. A. ■- ! 
. An8.—No 1. of the “ Touch and Technic Two-Finger 
Exercises ” are too dissonant for playing on the organ 
with wind. The other exercises can be played either 
with or without wind. When played without wind 
the pupil can give a closer attention to exactly how he 
is playing them, be governed more by th sensations in 
the moving joints than wheh hearing them when blowing, 
the tone drawing his critical attention from the how, or 
mechanical perfection of movement. G. W. L. 
Ques.—If yon were teaching the fitudes in “ Mathews’ 
Standard Studies” on the reed organ, Books I, II, 
and HI, would you require the pupil to correctly play jj 
the slurs, staccato, marking of motives, and see to a 
careful and correct playing of them as to making the 
end note staccato, and require him to give strici atten¬ 
tion to touch, especially cultivating the wrist or han d 
touch, and finger and hand staccato touches ? 
j L. W. C. j 
■■■ Ans.—A timely question. Yes, by all means. Espe¬ 
cially should the pnpil cultivate the hand or wrist touch, 
and for really fine playing and an effective execution, 
the finger and hand staccato touches are as indispensable 
on the reed organ as they are on the piano. It is 
exactly here where the ninety-nine out of the hundred 
fail to do really artistic playing on this instrument. 
Performers play as if they had no life, and as if their 
hands had no elasticity, as if the hands stuck to the 
keys, These touches will cure that fatal habit, and 
need to be cultivated with persistent care. Buns, scales, 
and arpeggios are also too much neglected by reed 
organ players. The hands need to be particularly well 
trained to make skips in chords with perfect surety, and 
to do it with extreme quickness and suddenness, so as 
to produce a legato effect. This demands a free and 
well-trained wrist-touch. C. W. L. 
Ques.—Should the expression, Oresc. and Dim., as 
well as the grades of power, be regulated by the speed 
of blowing on the reed organ, or should the swell only 
be used? b. d. s. 
Ans.—As in piano playing, all varieties of touch are 
used for special effects, so it is legitimate to make use 
of any means for a more effective expression. In this 
case the bellows are the principal means of fine effects 
in expression, the swell being but a clumsy affair at best; 
however, it has its uses. C. W. L. 
Ques.—Many of the higher-priced reed organs have 
a set of reeds that are tuned an octave lower than the 
voice. Should the player have the hands in the octave 
written or an octave higher when playing church or 
Sunday-school mnsic ? d. e. w. 
Ans.—Usually an octave higher than written. When 
the organ has also a set of reeds that are two octaves 
higher than the voice, the hands can remain on the 
octave in which the mnsic is written, when playing for 
a congregation or school that sings full and strong. 
But in giving out the tune always play on the upper . 
octave. C. W. L. 
Ques.—1. How is it that in Sndd’s National Piano 
School he shows “phrases” as being shorter than sec¬ 
tions, while in the London Organ Method we are told 
that two sections make a phrase? 
2. How is it that pupils are so liable to play every¬ 
thing in flats, particularly if written as an accom¬ 
paniment, and why should it be pleasanter to the ear ? , 
M. N. ■ -,Pl 
Ans.—1. Both mean the same thing, but there is 
much confusion in musical terminology. I believe a 
committee was appointed at one of the meetings of the 
M. T. N. A. to consider this important matter, bnt I 
have as yet heard of no results. Bussler-Cornell de- ■ 
fines sections as two measures long; phrases as four 
measures in length; two four-measure phrases forming 
& period. Stainer, in his work on composition, uses the ^ 
terms “section” and “sub-section.” Mathews, in 
“How to Understand Music,” Vol. I, says a period is a 
passage of melody that makes complete sense, and a j 
phrase is a passage of melody making sense but not / 
complete sense. We may safely understand & section 
to generally indicate a two-measure melody; a phrase a- 
four-measure melody, or two sections; and a period or ■ 
sentence an eight-measure melody, or two phrases. 
2. It is largely force o£ habit. If the keys containing 
sharps are tanght with' those containing flats, and the j 
key tonality properly demonstrated, there will not be 
such a tendency. The old method of teaching all the 
flats first, then the. sharps, is responsible for such a lop¬ 
sided .development. All instruction should be given 
with a clear foreknowledge of all stages of development 
to be induced, and -a comprehensive method of effecting 
such a development. This will preclude any dwarfed 
or onersided tendencies. A\ L.M, 
I i 
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EDITORIAL ROTES. accomplishes it. ^ome of these poor counters and mother can supiply, and the teacher who has an 
■;; - ’• timeists can keep time by pulses, reading exactly unsatisfactory pupil deserves to lose that phpil if 
by charles tv. landon, what and all that belongs to any one beat, yet he will not work in harmony with the pupil’s 
XAteraxy Editor of thk etude. ' make a failure of counting out aloud. To keep parents. 
—:— accurate time is of more moment than the way in ■ .—-r—■ 
Thousands of good music pupUs fail to become good which it is kept. The tonic sol-faists keep time MUSIC AND BUSINESS ABILITY, 
players every year., Why is this so, and is it necessarily by the pulse feeling rather than by counting, and :-- 
so? What is the cause of this disappointment and waste ? few advanced players really do much clearly de- Many persons study voice culture'and singing (and 
What can be done to remedy this lamentable state fined counting. The teacher must insist on cor- piano as well), with referenceto teaching others, who, 
of affairs? Doubtless the fault more often lies at rect time, yet he can allow much liberty as to 
the door 6f the teacher than at that of the pupil. One how the pupil keeps it. Young pupils and all again. The second attempt will be more likely to attain 
of the first things to be done is to teach the pupil how beginners should be taught to count aloud, and success. No one has succeeded who has not in some 
to practice so as to get results worthy of his efforts, feel the time inwardly, and think it as well as to things failed. Provided a person understands teaching 
time, and money. Stated konre for ptaetiee eaetediyand_ count aloud. Jt is often desirablednd even neees- 
faithfully fulfilled is the first necessity. The quality of sary to give pieces of a marked rhythm and bold ability to hold their attention after securing them, or of 
practice is of an equal worth. Playing exactly according accent for the express purpose of developing the living at a more expensive rate than the income permits, 
to the details of the notation, so that each repetition inward feeling of rhythm. There can be no success without using care, effort, and 
.hall b. exactly alike, is another. Tost ones seek ont Another almost universal canao of failure is the a.SobiSn'aSmd 
and conquer the difficulties of the lesson and confine the want of exactness in practice. In tins matter jjyiug as soon as they announce themselves as teachers, 
greater part of the practice to these difficulties is teachers are at fault as well as are pupils. No and if they do not see immediate success, they give up 
another necessary means of making practice bring forth lesson is complete until the pupil has a much from discouragment. What would we think of a young 
results worthy of tho effort, expended. Prom the more perfect Idea or mentaltango of each part 
technical side, looseness and suppleness of hands, wrists, than when he began the lesson hour. No prac- instance; the first thing to doisto'work for some one 
and arms is of so great importance as not to be easily tice is productive of good or even desirable results else till the kind of goods-to be handled are understood ; 
overestimated. But one of the most frequent causes of unless it is all brought up to the most perfect till one knows the class of people who buy those goods; 
failure is a neglect to work long enough on an, on. Mmd that the pupil can conceive. Therefore the 
exercise, 6tude, or piece to fully overcome and conquer pupil should* before beginning an exercise, etude, years. Yet young teachers call for business after six 
its difficulties of technic, content, and expression. or piece, stop and think out his ideal and how to months of study. The prelude to teaching should be 
# * best bring his work up to it in detail. There is thorough training. 
. , , , * * , * , - „ altogether to6 much thoughtless and brainless After business is opened there are three lines of con- 
All of the above for the sake of the more folly em- a . . . . , sideration which must be carefully followed: the first 
phasizing the value, nay, necessity, of systematic reviews. Practice. ? he Mason system of technic is invalu- plates to The private work (hiB own affairs) of the 
xt ^ able in this connection, because it demandsdose teacher; the second, to his private pupils: the third, to 
Nothing is really learned until; .the hands and fingers and fruifcful thinking ontbe part of the pupil. To thepnblic. Regarding the first oneflet us’ look into ’the 
have learned it as well as has the brain. To do this mugt and think Qut his con_ desk of the teacher. Here should be found the necessary 
takes a long continued-practice, months, or even years, . * ’ ... : , ,, ,, . . . business books. A day book should hold entneB of the 
of it. Not only must the piece be technically so learned, fse *nd perfect image or ideal, then think how fessons of each day, and a ledger the account of each 
bat its very soul must become a>firmly embodied in the best to work to this ideal, the correct touch, time, pupil The lesson honld be posted once a week.Rules 
, . 3 . fingering, condition of hands, wrists, and arms, about time of payment for lessons, regarding omissions 
player’s musical being and consciousness as are its notes * » difficult in the unsure and conouer of lessons, and other like things, should be made and 
in his hands. Hence the paramount necessity of regular, ; . ' * ■ ® ,' 3 , strictly adhered to. It is well to print such rules on the 
frequent, and long-continued reviewing. Never continue by bram ratber than by muscular effort. Good receipt blanks. The strictness with which these rules are 
thp Practice of a niece till it becomes tiresome or the Practice constantly builds up toward artistic per- kept will decide and settle disputes. Most teachers ex 
the practice of a piece till A becomes tiresome, or the fecfcion eareles8 and imperfect, brainless practice pect payment for lessons in advance at the beginning oi 
player becomes sick of it, but lay it aside for a few ms faultv and fruitless Dlavimr Success each half term. Send ont the bills by mail as soon at 
days and then, take it up again, and it will seem fresh . .y P y S* the first lesson on the new half-term is given. In some 
qtuI mnrn intni*nafTnnr tan nwai* • wna on a ti x mil 18 8 mattei oi 5 rams, n t oi muscles. nlaeea.neonle have become accustomed to think oi th 
’ UUU1U u generally understood their children garding tl ir health. Any child 
that the faster a given passage is to be played the that is up and about> taking three meals a day, is 
less muscular effort and nerve tension is there to usually able to take his lessons, wounds on the Etions 
eexe . ast playing, velocity, is a matter of bands or serious trouble with the eyes excepted, bring abot 
fast and great thinking, loose hands, and easy wben parents will accept good results and faith- spall bills 
playing. Mason’s velocity exercises are invalua- fuipractice as readily as they do plausible excuses,. ft?®**; 
e to e pupi m t s connection. then the failures can be more truly laid at the door by checks. 
* ' * • * * * of the teacher. 
^'.v:-;/:v- ^!; --:v-• : . ■ ■ ’ & • • . -it' 
: •. ...g,." .... ^ 
There are too many pupils who fail to keep a 
true and even time, and particularly to give each Parents can do much for the efficiency of the 
note its exact time-value. While generally this is pupil’s practice if they will inform themselves as 
carelessness, yet many pupils really do not know to the special failings of their child. Pupils forget, 
note-lengths correctly. This brings up the subject and lire often too indolent to do faithful work, and 
of counting out aloud; this, every pupil should hold themselves ap to what they know to be 
do, but there are pupils who have been taking necessary. Right here the parent can supply the 
lessons so long of some slack and inefficient necessary stimulus and incentive, and no one else, 
teacher as to become fixed in the habit of not much less the teacher, can clef this for them, 
counting out aloud; so that as soon as any Teachers should fully and carefully explain to the 
difficulty appears they really forget to count, parents what and how they want the pupil to 
Such cases need careful treatment. The teacher practice, fully illustrating so that the parent can 
should insist on each note having its true length, clearly understand- It can be truthfully said that 
Amidst all the mass of work which is necessary to 
complete the'education of a piano student, there is one 
os kB shonld form part f the ly study 
of every earnest student of the piano through every 
og .88, and s is John Sf istian . 
whom, Schumann says, muBic owes as g bt as 
nj religion to its foun 
invaluable. No one who studies his works thoroughly 
can fail to have a soundf healthy taste and judgment, 
and a fall, round, and sympathetic touch and' techq^que 
upon the piano.—C. H. Jarvis. 
OfiATS WITH PUPILS OM DTGB AT XT O DE. whichthe excuse, for nofctaking a lesson, isworded can 
convey much more than a formal excuse. The cold 
form of justice, but ?in itself 
it is the memory of the heart. Pew pupils realise the con¬ 
stant ca^e ■•‘hey are to the teacher, and fewer still show 
any A&nbfalness ora concern about it. Gratitude is a 
matter tfast rfestg enUrolyln the conscience, a d no rale, 
law, or cn8too> c&a reach it; all that can' be done is to 
show through the jadgment^the claims the teacher has 
on the pupil forgratitude. It is the link that chains ns 
together as moral beings. When a teacher throws his 
irt into A " < >rk of v do tili- 
ties a pupil a ’or 1 j n i not to heed the instruc¬ 
tion, is ask ac receiving - stoi ; bat for 
t eed the inst tior id receive , is 
a fc r a fish ing a serpent ' gs. 
W iot .ung itude? 1! 
Ota s,— 
S >w sharper than a serpent's i: is 
1 have a hankless oi 
Greene took an ^ariy leave, and I regret to Bay a cool 
one^ They were ^orUgiedvatid there was not good aeriee 
.v it. ■. ki j-d-.r.. V . i ..-ml farlor is chilling not alone to the nerves, but the sensi- enough in the gitfi to Make an improvement of the Writs! 
iUtiesy- Thri staWnng off at the end of a ftrar^yetur’s I had given her. 
J — ill"•••—A i _.ri ‘jj; ‘ mi ' '<1*.'-- ■ :r -• V/i , V-i'i : 
course ofisthdy iriia college without costing and bidding 
the a music teacher rikifeit is not only ungrateful, but 
uncivilized* 
A VISIT TO A BOABDIira-SOaOOL MIES. 
BY J. G. HOLLAS®. 
G ti i is t ) p1 r e teacher for 
rtefits received. A " ratitude as much 
as noney ruct >n, and fun ' ), unless 
he, akened it h teacher 
upil, mu ,nd the 
lack of tl make tea-' agof 
me. The tea- c mu ha earti -id 
a c (ale I b- v oftt a the case), 
the pupil, gratitude an a. All the graces f tl 
heart are >n&ta ly Us in teaching and learning of 
music. 
The inan that pulls out your aching tooth or adminis¬ 
ters a dose that relieves a pain, exercises his skill and 
ju ij mept, whi A d jes n - all f h any * ecial j ratitude 
on your part, but your teacher, and especially yonr 
music toucher, exercises not only his skill and judgment 
on you, bi has almc par ,1 care an i anxiety for 
you. If yos. are disheartened, he cheers you up; you 
are overtaxed, he infuses yonr enthusiasm anewyou 
ate troubled, he gives you his kind sympathy; you are 
impatient, he consoles you; you are fretful and stub¬ 
born, he bears with yon; yon are perplexed, be diverts 
your mind from the annoyance; you are too eager and 
over ambitious, be gently curbs your spirit; you forget, 
he repeats; you err, he forgives. He arouses you to 
industry, and Praises your faithfulness. He holds him¬ 
self responsible for your advancement and delights in 
your progress* Beside these, lie has the higher and. 
more important part tp perform,—the nursing, and un- 
folding of the artistic germ la you, which requires the 
' most delicate treatment. All these call for heart and 
interest in you personally and individually. For you to 
receive all these from a teacher and show no gratitude 
is unjust and cruel—inhuman. Teachers who feel keenly 
for your progress are sensitive, and suffer untold pangs 
in silence from thankless and heartless pupils. Ingrati¬ 
tude is crushing to him,—a kind of guilty feeling comes 
over him that he has done something wrong,—when one 
little word of appreciation from you—-the slightest token 
of gratitud — joW :A intlj - i- fy him 
Pupils make the mistake of thinking & teacher is 
prompted only by mercenary motives. This is not true. 
After once engaged, he sinks his own interest and looks 
for the teal reward in his pupil’s progress. Money may 
buy a teacher’s time, but not his interest, his patience, 
his enthusiasm, his energy, bis heart; these are the all- 
powerful factors in teaching. Some of the most useful 
teacher? are ittle hnq »wn They Ve art to lo good 
and cate little for the concert-hall or national fame or 
glory; but their work is irreproachable. They carry 
pap s from the first rudiments to t e highest artistic 
m. - j u< vhat eingratit ,ey have often 
to endure from pupils who owe them all thankfulness 
and ho 1 Just as they are bio ming into i 
they i, id go to HerrBIitze chlager or 
Georgiana Aurelia Atkins Green was an inti¬ 
mate friend of mine, or, rather, perhaps I should say, 
er boa y horse, and I t ight 
my meat f her fa er. It was the detern nation of 
Mrs. Green that her daughter' should he a finished lady. 
During the finishing process I saw but little of her. It 
i years, and i is perf saed ar a fashion¬ 
able boarding-school, between the ages of fifteen and 
eighteen, regardless of expense. When she was finished 
off she was brought home in triumph, and exhibited on 
varii easions to crowds of adr.v.i ig friends. I went 
one evening to see her. She was really very pretty, and 
took np her rfile with spirit, and acted it admirably. I 
saw a pt io 1 ng upon the piano, and kn- , that 
I was expected to seize upon it at once, I did so, against 
Miss Green’s protestation, which she was expected to 
make, of course. I found in it varions pencil drawings, 
a crayon head of the infan; Spinel, and t terrible ship¬ 
wreck in India ink. The sketches were not without 
merit. These were all looked over, and praised, of 
coarse. Then came the music. This was some years 
ago, and the most that I remember in that she played 
ODolce Concertoyn\h the variations, and the Battle of 
Prag e, the Jatter of which t ie mithei q 1 line 1 s m« 
during its j irogr< - - The p eces w are c Ie j exe nted 
and then I undertook to talk to the young woman. 1 
some **} inserv ” f id anno- ace 
ther up 3 “Herr” or the “Consemi- 
torium,” igno ng eritirt * the o m who gave them the 
only real it tmcti they* ar received. 
>n of m gratitude of 
which a, pupil can be guilty. Pupils have been known 
to look upc ■ s-sa a conacit tioi 
teacher wi perfect a r, s some 
lema e tee ■ shon eo .der as a 
. -His ho ad continual effort 
rfered witl ■ m . ar. His zeal a 1 
i, atwit ; 
i he Work at hand. The pupil worksi she 5< tows not 
wl ’; s’ 3 i ' ips; a ves at & satis- 
factory attainment, and then the teacher is dismissed 
without the faintest show of appreciation or gratitude. 
Why is this? The school miss is even more inconsid¬ 
erate add heartless toward the marie teacher. College 
teaching has many.things in its favor, but appreciation 
arid gratitude are Virtues that do hot flourish within col¬ 
lege walla. The straight-jacket rule does not call forth 
that gentle virtue—gratitude— which is“ the music of 
the heart when its chords are swept by kindness.” The 
life of the college teacher is a dreary tread-miH exist¬ 
ence, Principally on account of the non-appreciation of 
amHic,pinfl its votaries riave to sufier in consequence. 
There are many ways in which a pupil can show his 
appreciation of;.-'the.-: taaehar's worth. The manner in 
The Green fairiily reri^rled u"pon a street tbat I always 
took on my wgf %o the Post-office, and there was rarely 
a pleasant aveui^g that did; not show their parlor alight,: 
and company in It, f heard the same old. vafiatipna of 
O Dolce Concert** ereniftg after evenings: The Battle of 
Prague rims fouglif over and over again. The portfolio 
of drawings (stic^ of tb^m as had not been expensively 
framed) was exhibited loul not, to f -lmiring friends 
nntil they we *w>il by t ® . At last, Georgiaaa 
w s engage and then 8 e was married—married to a 
very good fellow's too. ,^e loved music, loved ?;a;sting, 
and love his AfV Ttfo years passed awi and I de¬ 
termined to ascents how the pair got i g, 
the mother of a fine b°y whom 1 knew she would be 
glad to have see. j culled, was treated cordially, 
i . sa r the deu-ticri »; I portfolio, on he identic 1 id 
piano asked t;he fav >r of a tnne. Fl ! asband with : 
a sigh informed jue tbnt Georgians had dropped her 
music. I looked about the walls, and saw the crayon 
Samuel, and the awiui pkipwreck in India ink. 
the echoes of th^ Battle of Prague tbat came over the 
field of memory> and these fading mementoes around 
me were all tbA% reinathed of the accomplishments of 
the late Miss GeQrgian0. Aurelia Atkins Green.,. !:'GrG 
gathered from her conversation that Mrs. Martinet, the 
•i'. ci{ loi s seh< )1 whei » be i finished vas 
a lady oflt so much style !” that Miss llittleton, of New 
York, was the dearest girl in the school, and that she 
(Georgiana) and the said Kittleton were snch friends 
that they always dressed alike, and that Miss Kittleton’s 
brother Fred was a magnificent fellow. The last was 
said with a blush, from the embarrassments of which she 
escaped gracefully by stating that the old Kittleton was 
a banker, and rolled in money. 
It was easy to see that the parents of this dear girl 
admired her profoundly. I pitied her and them, and 
determined, as a matter of duty, that I would show her 
'i how much her iccomplishmen wet orth. > 
accordingly aBked of my wife the favor to invite the 
whole family to tea, in a quiet way. They all came on 
the appointed evening, and, after tea was over, I ex¬ 
pressed my delight that there was one young lady in our 
teighl rhood ' c ild - something . Lev&te the 
tone of our society. I then drew out, in a careless way, 
a letter I had just received from a Frenchman, and asked 
of Miss Georgiana a favor to read it to me. She took 
the letter, blushed, went half through the first line cor¬ 
rectly, then broke down on a simple word, and confessed 
that she could not read it. It was a little cruel; but I 
wished to do her good, and proceeded with my experi¬ 
ment. I took up a piece of music, and asked her if she 
had seen it. She had not. I told her there was a pleas¬ 
ure in store for both of ns. I had heard the song once, 
and I would try to sing it if she would play the accom¬ 
paniment. She declar, she could not do it without 
practice, but I tol her she w i too modest by bait. So 
I dragged her, protesting, to the piano. She knew she 
should breakdown. I Knew she would, and she did. 
Well, I would not let her rise, for as Mn. and Mrs. Green 
were fond of the old-fashioned chnrch music, and had 
been singers in their day and in their Way, I selected an 
old tune, and called them to the piano to assist. Mrs. 
Green gave as the key, and we started off in fine style 
It was a race to see which would come out ahead. 
Georgiana won by skipping most of the notes. She rose 
from Ae piano with-her cheeks as red as a beat; • 
■ “By the way,” said I, “Georgiana, yonr teacher of 
drawing must nave been an excellent one.” I did not 
tell er t I h seen evide >f tl s in her own art, 
bat I touched ie t sprint ,i i the lady he 
er’s cr id to me what so ai so 
i I of her. • “ Well,” sa l I, “ I e glad re is one 
; ng' ■ o aed operly. Now 
in io , to dt but j lightful 
audyou moat do something for the benefit of your friends. 
I promised a sketch of my bouse to a particular ; friend, 
at a'distance, and you shall come to-morrow and make 
one. I reinember that beautiful cottage among your 
sketches, and I should prize a sketch of my own, even 
half as well done, very highly.” The poor girl was 
blushing again, and ’Vom ie tronbled countenance of 
her parenta, I saw that they had begun indistinctly to 
comprehend Ae; ahallowness'-rthe absolute worihleas- 
ness—of the accompliBhments that had coet tbem so 
much. Georgians acknowledged Aat she had never 
sketched^ from a&fccre—-that her teacher had never 
required it of her, and tbat she had rip ; confidence Aat 
she could aketch so simple an object as my house. The 
TH5 TEOHUOOM. 
GftglqsE, Chsbiango Co,, N. Y., 
December 19, 1892. 
Brotherhood:— 
Dear SirI bave the privilege of asking a 
question in regard to teGhnicon practice ? 
My hand has been trained in the Plaidy Method— 
knuckles slightly deprCgged; but I am now studying 
Mason’s “ToucI\ »nd Technic,” with Mason’s position 
of hand. My instructor advises practice on the techni- 
con in this way-: Fof the enclosed exercise (No. 4 
Technicon Instructor) of individual fingers, allow the 
finger to be per-pendicPlar, the reel resting upon it; 
then drop the Kn^er» bending only the second joint, 
keeping the first joint n©ar the nail rigid. 
Using the finger 88 abPve prevents the knuckles from 
cramping, but tfre finger position is an unnatural one 
for tne piano, as the finger should be curved, of course. 
I am told this Is not especially to remedy any defect 
in my own hand position,, but the correct way to use the 
technicon. - 
As I not only use it for my own practice, but for 
pupils m well, I do nob want to work in wrong wavy, 
and so venture fro eotae to authority from which there is 
no appeal. A:- . 
Hoping I hftY% made hiy pointdear, I am 
Yonrff very truly, 
(Signed) Mbs. M. H. Arnold, 
3& Mudbii Ijakte, New York, 
December 27, 1892. 
Mrs. M. H. Ab^oLD, " 
Greene, C’i%Bango ^Jo., N- Y--— id.i; 
Dear MadaM. ^r-YoUt esteernef’ favor of; December 
19th has been Kanded to me by Mr. J. Howard Foote, 
the General Agent for the technicon, which has been in 
his hands for so^ne time past, as I have again resumed 
my profession. 
I am, how*/e*, glafi to have the opportunity of answer¬ 
ing your commO-nicatioti. Your instructor is correct in 
advising you to %llow finger to be perpendicular, the 
reel resting upori. it; then drop the finger; bending only 
the second joint* keeping the first joint (near the nail): 
effect of tbi8 exercise is to so strengthen the 
whole of the finger Aat you will soon gain such con trol 
bus to enable yoR to uHR the finger all Ae more easily 
under pressure iri the curved position, as shown by- ®g~ 
sire 4 in Ae Technicon Instruction Bpbk. : . 
When you find tbrt-A^^fingei^'hajA’^fo^'^Astfriiagtti 
given by Ae pr^liminary exercise with perpendictilar 
finger, I recoB^RieBfi Y^u to also use the exercise with 
eurved finger, as per 4, in addition to Ae pre¬ 
liminary exercis^ with Perpendicular finger;; and xiot as: 
a substitute Aer^for* 1 
v By a diligec; u-seof ths~ Technicon.:;exercise^ you will 
1 
m 
m 
i 
“Wiping you much success in your teaching under this We have had a large lot of wrappers made j they are «Si 
combii oi of the most ed ie eth , : ade of st >ngu mlla .per, and have printed on them grei 
HR**' ' ‘ very truly, a pit ’or me, gi • author of t > piece. 111 1 
(Signed) J. Brotherhood. We will send with each piece ordered a wrapper of this 
- - * — kind, if the request is made. On the wrapper we will c|i* 
PUBLISHER’S NOTES. fill in only the number of the piece which corresponds to for 
L __ _ our catalogue. The name of the piece we are not allowed , 
The Etude desires, durii mo >f Ms to to write by; al laws, but these wrappe tld 1 i a jjj 
• rease its circ ion among cal amateurs. To great coj eni srs. T e p: , ar th' > do mo: 
this end a large supply of copies has been set aside, is for teachers to first procure our catalogue, then order HI, 
Our plan is m follows j The teachers all over the land by number those pieces which are used regularly, sad 1 
are in to send in a list of names of those pupils request them to be plat in wt pi with- earn- jet ver; 
-Who. may be benefited by reading such a journal monthly, numbers marked thereon. 'These wrappers are always P9 
We will undertake to send each name a copy of The to be kept filled; as soon as empty they can be re-ordered g'm 
Etude, - The teacher can, at the next lesson, approach by number. ^ This ia system,-and it also keeps the music ord 
the matter of subscription. We believe that the journal, from being soiled.’ This is practically the system which wai 
being sent directly b] m to each pupil, rill b« more every music store uses, aud ach music teacher should be 1 
effectual than by distribution by the teacher at the lesson a sort of a miniature music store. Try it. . ant 
hour, If the teacher sending J. tl ? list desires it, we * * * * * ' j^a 
will place on each copy, “ Sent at the request of-,” The musical dominoes are on the market. It sur- we; 
or “ Compliments of-.” The club can be formed, passes any game ever invented. „ It is really amusing and puj 
and the regular cash deduction will be given, or a pre- ingenious. It will give pleasure to an^ one, whether a Me 
minm can be selected. Full particulars can be obtained beginner or artist. It is also an excellent thing to can- 
by referring to the premium list, which has been pub- Vas for. It is attractive and novel; takes at first sight, 
lished ins partial form in several issues back; a full Quite a number of very fine games can be played with 
premium list will be sent on application. Those having ifc. There is a pamphlet goes with each box, explaining N 
accounts with us may have the subscriptions charged on the different games. See advertisement elsewhere in 
regular account. If any subscriptions are sent in after this issue. — 
thedub has been made up, they will be charged at the * *■*'*■*;■ ■ Q 
same rate as the club, and not at full rates. We have, The special offer of eight works is fulfilled at this ^ 
of course, only a limited supply of copies ; when the writing; all but Landon’s “Melody Studies for Piano or ^ 
number is exhausted, we can send no more, so please Reed Organ ” have been sent. The volume is a little tee 
Bend in yoar lists as early as possible in the month. We 
feel confident that the plan is a good one, and if the 
hers will only do their part, we feel assured that 
ot • e ilts will follow. It has been proven over and 
over ai>. that those pupils who read The Etude grow 
piore musically intelligent than those who do not. In 
e soi *,8 obj- on the score of expense, the teacher 
n promise that the saving in the sheet music bill will 
more than balance the cost of subscription. There are From Yol. I of W. S. B. Mathews’ Graded Course for JfL heart.” Music by Leila France; words by 
many teachers and colleges who have for years charged the pianoforte, I was fully prepared to meet with the ex- Madeline S. Bridges. The melody is bright and taking ; 
each pupil with a subscription, making it a part of the cellence in store in Vol. V. 1 teach my pupils to reply the words especially pleasing. Price 40 cents. For 
tuition as it were. We hope the profession will support to the question as to whose method their teacher uses, to sale by all musip dealers. Published by the Chicago 
ns matter, and we guarantee to do our part. Our Bay Mason’s for technic and Mathews’ for phrasing music, Music Company, 195-197 Wabash Avenue, Chicago. 
aim is to make The Etude interesting alike to teacher pnt into their hands. Mbs S Buffuh ¥lf ANTED.—Position as Accompanist with Violin 
a P P ' a * * When I first used your edition of the Selected Heller -!---— 
_ , , * * ,. , , ' Studies I recommended them very largely, and still do TQ^OR SALE.—Teachers’ black walnut Technicon in 
v = La.ndpn s ”iano Jilethod, which has been on the so; they are carefully arranged and your notes are at JD perfect condition; in use six (6) months only. 
- market only a few weeks,has made a strong impression, once concise and comprehensive, and very conveniently Price, $10.00. Address Mbs. F. D. Elwood, 8204 
Over seven hundred have been subscribed for in ad- written. Workers like you are ought to be encouraged Rhodes Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
vance, and the finest testimonials are flowing in for it ’ and supported. This is the^0°1®8tM°PJ“1R0“c°^DLZE> TyTR. ALEXANDER LAMBERT has engaged Mme. 
from all sides. It is bonnd to be the method for the , _ ' JjJL Wizjak Nicolesco, a soprano of Enropean repu- 
average beginner in the future. It is, first of all, simple. \ have receiJ®d Mathews’ Graded Studies, Book 6, tation, as vocal teacher for the New York College of 
. .. . , , T. • and after carefully examining it, find the work to be an Music. 
The explanations are copious and clear. It is up to the admirable addition to the preceding parts. Mr. Mathews ----- 
times. The system advocated in “ Touch and Technic” certainly deserves credit and praise for presenting such A GOOD Musician (Piano, Voice, and Organ), Lady 
of Dr. Mason, is the basis of the work. There is noth- a splendid graded work to the public, and every conscien- -OL or Gentleman, willing to go to New Mexico, can 
■*> Most 
TESTIMONIALS 
GROWN’’ PIANOS, 
foO.ur hew catalogues are out; one contains a descrip¬ 
tion of every piece of sheet music issued by ns in the 
last five years. The descriptions give the grade, price, 
and number of each composition. The other catalogue 
contains the pieces arranged according to author. If the 
aniVrai in IriiAwn fliA non Ka in fliio 
I 
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The treatment throe fugues receive in this edition 
is destined to do great good in the study of the 
classics, 
Schumann has called Bach the musical staff of life, 
but the difficulty experienced by the.Btudent in en¬ 
tering into the structure of his fugues has greatly 
limited the range of their usefulness. It is soessen- 
tial that a complete understanding of their structure 
should be had, in order to an intelligent perform¬ 
ance, that an edition which makes comparatively 
easy such a knowledge will be hailed with delight. 
The subject and answer are printed in red, while 
the counter-subjects are in punde and green. 
Each fugue is accompanied by: a separate sheet, 
upon which is given a complete harmonic scheme, in 
addition to an explanation of the fugue structure. 
The entire work is very thoroughly done, and will 
make it easy for the student to fully understand the 
intricacies of. fugue playing. As the author says in 
the preface, “ Where eye, ear, mind, and will co¬ 
operate, there art dwells.” 
Such a work as this demands much in the way of 
detail, and the care necessary to keep everything 
consistent makes the undertaking an onerous one. 
The most captious will find little or no cause for 
complaint here, however, as every detail is carefully 
attended to, and musicianship1 reigns supreme. 
1346. Molar, Eersmh, Op. 64, .Ho. 1. 
Tyrolieime. Grrade II..... 
A good teaching piece of a rather higher order 
• than ordinary. The melody is accompanied by an 
easy bass, and has the phrasing and fingering care¬ 
fully indicated..:' ■‘p 
1347. Mohr, Herman., Op. 64, Ho. 2. 
Polka, ; Grade in..................... 
A very bright and interesting polka. It is a good 
study in Hght, crisp playing, and is written in this 
composer’s usual excellent style. , 
1348. Mohr, Herman. Op. 64, Ho. 3. Bar¬ 
carolle. Grade ............... 
A good study in melody playing, as it affords an 
opportunity fox ie It is interesting and 
-melodious. . 
1349. Ohipman, Edgar P. Valse de 
L’Universitie. Grade III.............. 
A series of waltzes, opening with a theme in 
octaves, with the marked cLords in the same part. 
It will be of service to teachers. 
1350. Northrap, Theo. P. Danza Haba¬ 
nera, Grade IV.... 
A dance, with a quaint rhythm. 
, It is rat plaintive in effect, and, with the exer¬ 
cise it gives : ■ touches, it will he , 
found a fixst-cls® teaching piece. 
1351. Paderewski, J. J. Op. 8, Ho. 3. 
Chant du Voyageur. Grade IV. 
This la a very beautiful piece of piano music. It 
requires a fine touch ’and.- a ■.Gismsndnating use (of 
the damper; pedal. It is such a piece as requires 
study to properly bring out even its simplicities. 
ThereisaR abi ace of opporthBity for a discrimf- 
nating use of arm, hand, and finger touches.-Its value-' 
tothe teacher is enhanced by the foot-notes. 
1352. Schmidt, Oscar. Op. 33. G-avotte 
Pastorale. Grade HI.... 
A good gavotte, interesting in melody and har¬ 
mony, and a useful exercise in phrasing. Such 
pieces as this should be used by every teacher for 
their intrinsic value. 
1353. Sxnith,-.. .iWilsori.G-J:, ;.;Op. 48, Ho. 2. 
Second Mazurka Caprice. Grade 
III........ 
One of Mr. Smith’s always welcome pieces. It is 
smooth, flowing, and bright, ItwiB pra^htROjdiG 
Acuity to the student. 
1354. Magnus, |D. Op. 243 Song of May. 
Grade IV.. . 
This is one of a series edited by Richard Zeckwer, 
. and is eaneciallyiissfal for students. A little motive 
reiterated in the bass gives piquancy tothe piece. 
The light arm and wriatare i'actora iff a successful 
perforiaanwi of the composition. 
1355. Goerdeler, Richard. Beautiful 
Spring Reverie. Grade IV....... 
This- is the latest of this composer’s popular com- 
s. It is eharaoterized by the same flowing: 
a lod as his other piece^ It is one of his best, and 
will repay use. ‘ . 
1356 Studies in Melody Playing for. 
Pianoforte Pupils. Volume II. 
fc37Q Edited by H O MacdougsOl 
Gra< I.. 
i, T» wsky, Gurlitt, 
Schytte, Ru mei, Kuliak, Inch er, and Bohm, etc, 
©te* Annotated with, ample imimr helps; explana¬ 
tions, and practical,suggestions. Superior print,. 
papeT3 ii engraving* An Inmhxml® set ™ . 
teac^lng'p'^ai Iff ' ( 4 
Schytte, L. Op. 69, Ho. 6. Ih the 
Mill. Grade II.. 
The iifihultyofthisexi lentiie ed ** ad upon 
the manner of playing it. 
If the mill effect isto be brought out, the proper 
tempotaken, theshading, phrasing, etc.. thoroughly 
done, its difficulty largely increases. It is a very 
fine teaching piece, simple/but effective. 
Cipollone, A. Op. 524. Remem¬ 
brance. Grade IV. 
Ado • y ' , ‘, < > nent play¬ 
ing by the. same hand. The melody is sometimes 
above, sometimesfeekwtbegetompaniment, and thus 
i •« . ’• h •! 1 , • » -• >rtunitj < ecure he 
advantages ofthe study. It is also transferred to 
the bass at times. - The entire piece is tuneful, and, 
with its octave, arpeggio, and broken octave playing, 
will be a. favorite with teachers. It contains a short 
cadenza. 
Reif.F. Remembrance of Carlsbad. 
Grade III. 
This piece will be a welcome addition to the easier 
grades of parlor pieces. It contains good practice in 
thirds, octaves, and cross-hand playing. The melody 
is emMllishiiM by graces, and gives an opportunity 
for expression 
Klein, Cecil B. Lover’s Tryst. Ro¬ 
mance. Grade IV. 
1321. Behr. Fraaa. Angel’s Harp. Grade 
IH  50 
The well-known flowing, melodious style of this 
writer is present in this number, and it will be popu¬ 
lar because of the pretty melody and graceful embel- 
lishments. 
1322. Behr, Fr. Lute Serenade. Grade III... 50 
Another taking piece. It is well adapted to teach¬ 
ing; purposes, and will be useful. ~ 
1323 Mendelssohn. Selected Songs with- 
to . outV.Words,; . • Critically Revised 
1341. ' by Calvin B. Cady. Grades HI to 
VI.  75 
This is No. 6 of the Edition Presser, and is well 
bound and of excelled t tyj rphical appearance, 
being clear and i t crowded ». it’ pr fat d by a 
porirai and biogr phi al ske b ^ i i 1 - < fan. 
‘ihis la » alual • feature to * tuden sit In ■ 
pree the pers ality ofthe Master npon him, and 
greatly aids in forming <musical conceptions of his 
works. 
1 ^ ». 1 ly, is of ex ep ional 
- ><t 9, just a night •. xpeett I o l. so thot 1 
•md scholarly m rid t ’ Foo notes give spec! 1 
di) tions a ■ » n playing of rlo s phrases; tt 
m teal ; s j u rated b gas indi< ' * 
treatment desired, and the pretace Is- a succinct 
states# nt f the prin pies goy rn rg the dition. 
The best »f ! all s, coming • n so emln< it an 
authority, It cma be implicitly relied upon. - 1 
1342 Boekelman, Bernardue. Four 
to Fugues from J. S. Bach’s Well- 
1 45 tempered Clavichord, with Ana- — - 
r lytical Expositions in Colors 
nd >p 3c Harmoi o 
Sohemes. Grade V to VIH, each.....net, 50 
Fugues Nos. 1, 7,21, and 22, from Vol. I, are those 
hero catalogu sd. 
I stud snt i ill find re a rnity to develop 
i stained si in sh in tb bands Tim It t i ’*.’'1 
plays an - accompaniment of simple character, bat 
which can be made to express much, and which will • 
add to or detract from the effect of the piece. The 
melody is capable of an expressive rendering, Sind a ' 
smooth performance of the trills, occasionally in-' 
* oduc sj, &kea a 4 od stu. y 
Goerdeler, Richard. Flowers of 
Memory. Hocturae. Grade IV..... 
The later compositions of this writer are full of 
teaching points. They are written in the popular 
style, and, of course,- " will take," hut they can be 
used to develop many, excellent pianistio.fcraits. 
This piece a the usual n I by 
broken) cl 
I ■ r wrist and arm touch. 
ORDER BY. 
S M I ONI . , , . . ; 
1301. Lent, Ernest. Op. 10, 
Cradle Song. Four 
Grade III. 
PRICE. 
Ho. 1. 
Hands. 
r’ H3 drier.! ; .isiu 1 1 eompo ilo , xnd ’ hil 
it is simple technically, it, affords opportunity for 
tasteful phras ; aa< 1 expressive toucl Iti c 
- hear til; immended 
1302. Lent, Ernest. Op. 10, Ho. 2. 
Spinning Sonj Four Hands 
Grade IV. 1 25 
Apiece > thesam aut or w ich shows . »'-• 
; k j m h h * / . i' <k td' 
ing, and facility these t duets yell worth the 
v te t ach ra. 
1303. Lent, Ernest. Twilight. Song for 
Soprano Voice......;..,.................... 
A song i a ng Me melod and m effectiv 
accompaniment. Is of medium difficulty and ranges 
from F, first space, to A above the staff.’ vis good 
for teaching and concert. 
1304. Battman; J. L. Op. 313, Ho. 3. 
Sonatina. Grade III. 
This is oneof the standard Beries of third grade 
pieces, and belongs to the classical: set. ;• 
These sonatinas are especially designed to advance 
the student in touch, control of the arm and hand, 
and axe-selected from the best Bodices. .1 
1305. Moelling, Theo. 12 Preludes. In¬ 
troductory to the study of -Bach. 
Grade V and VI. 125 
These preludes ar;e intended io seryeas an intro¬ 
duction; to; the more serious works of Bach. . They 
are in the form of canons and arc eontrapuntally 
worked out. They .are well calculated to arouse 
H interest in the more serious class of compositions ; , 
nd,should be x 1 by. every each r.who.aes es to 
si vate the taste fe- Is, an f pi perly taugh 
. they wiiijfio much toward this end. 
130S. Janke, G. Op. 15, No. 1. Sonata. 
Grade III....... 
A useful sonata, furnishing excellent work in runs 
and double notes. 
1307. Webb, F. R.. Op. 00. The 
Mountain Stream. Valse. Grade 
VI... 
A very brilliant waltz, written in good style. The 
themes are original and strong. It will afford 
* .. good practice in waltz playing ana will give a com¬ 
mand over the key-board. 
The fingering and pedaling are carefully 
indicated; 
1308. Grabill, Stanton B. “Het Klauver 
Rack.” Romantic Poem. Grade VII. 
It is the picture o part a the * Het Elauvi 
- ‘m ! .■(, • * > . • >r - The introdui 
» n epr ientsth t mp< ra Thenaj ra 
the song of the river, followed by its echoes,-guitar 
melodies, and the occasional appearance of wind.’’ 
It contains some difficult technical work and will 
repay study. 
1309. Reineoke, C. Op. 46, Ho. 2. 
Christmas Eve. Four Hands. 
Grade III. 
One of the school of Four Hand Playing which 
ontaina ma v, ui se This , high 
grade, a good study ii •>, h stt ato and le jato . • ■ 
. ing as well as in chords. 
1310. De Grau, Durand. Feu Follet. Cap- 
rioe Elegant. Grade VI................. 
!l fin idyl runs pi e< witha risp touch 
- is brilliant and showy. It contains a good cross¬ 
hand movement. 
1311. Powell, S. F. In the Woodland. 
Reverie. Grade VI.... 
A character tie,pie 1 ring od practic in 
broken octaves, broken chords, and arpeggios. 
1315. 
1318. 
This belongs to a higher class of music, and Will re¬ 
pay study. The work of the left hand is an excellent 
drul in wide accompaniment playing. The piece is 
carefully fingered, and .the marks of expression are 
fully given. 
The right hand has plenty of work in thirds and 
sixths. Altogether, it is unusually good. • 
1318. Heins, Carl. Op. 119. On Lake 
Chiem. Grade HI... 
1319. 
1320. 
Tills piece affbrds good exercise in the playing of 
thirds, the melody being principall:/ so written. It 
ai«> contains cross-hand work of an easy character. 
It ii a useful teaching piece; 
Matthey, Jul. Herm. Op. 63. In 
the Spinning Room. Grade III.... 
This is a veritable addition to the list of teaching 
pieces. It is an excellent drill in rapid legato, non- 
legato, and staccato playing. It will be found very 
useful in teaching a light arm and hand control. 
It can be heartuy commended. ■ ■ 
Matthey, Jul. Herm. Op. 61. 
■; VoutMul Homs. Gavotte. Grade 
III...... 
The difficulty of this gavotte approaches Grade IV 
in sqmepartstvpt demands a flexible wrist and well- 
controlled arm. 
Staccato - thirds and I octaves interspersed with 
.... iaina up Its ;ontent : 
"Therci is betave work for both hands. 
A quite long run of thirds at the close gives an op~ 
■ family require endnranc 
CLA8SIC PIANO SOLOS, VOL. i. 
A Superb Co eotion by MINENT A 1THC R 5 
A collection of. 
. .. Piano solos uneqnaled for merit and variety. To 
WHY annoy toe members of your household with gianoforte ‘°Y®*®;.°' n5iiBioj tbe hame8 of I4azt, RubIi);stein, BeethOTen, Pade- 
nractice? -.o' .,7 -7-: 7'.. *flvT8ki, B!ich>.Chopin. MftB8eaet,.JaiiierJ Grieg.Gade, Greg}*, Sehar- 
r ....  . wenka, Jensen, and Mascagni convey aU that need be'said as to the 
W3BTS irear the hammersOf your Piano with scale and other ele- charade of the maaiCi RusMA I>olan4 Gennany, JVance, England, 
mentaryOr technical practice until it sounds like a'“tin pan” long Belgium, andItaly contributethe cholceatthoughts of theirgreatest 
! before yon have the instrumentunder sufficient control to play sat* P0^®1 °f the ordinarily 
« v. r ' BtWPlay®*! ®®d/wh®toerused for recreation or instruction, willbe 
! iBiactonly . _ ■/■.:■;/ foundmost interesting. Aglance at: the book will satisfy the most 
WETS' allow the “ whole neighborhood ” to hear and criticise the fastidious toat Classic Piano Solos: ia; entitled to a prominent place 
| character of your daily technical practice, until they are “aick and °n the piano and In the music cabinet. 
I tired”, of being forced to hear its monotonous din—when aL can be COHTEMTTS. ^ 
to,y^r.^of^ej:, " 
This Mute is so constructed that any one can attach it to the Up- Aragonaise, from Ballet “ did"..:.   Massenet 
right Piano in a ibW moments Of time. Its attachment requires no Boheme Polka, Op. 82, No. 7....„............\......f........'...Rubmslein 
j cutting Or marring of the cabe. It Ini no way interferes with the nha™^nji"’«o   HMender 
touch or working’of'the action,’ and reduces the volume of tone to Chanson Trkte, 
any desired degree. It is Without question the ehea^est, most Chant Sans Paroles fSorig Without Words), Op- 2, No.i.Tschaikowskv 
efiectiwe, And most durable P^iano Mote ever doviked: ’ 
Price, metal parts'cldkeltd,-^' #6.00. Entr’ Acte Gavotte........Qittel 
psEHim, . Fflr Eliae, Composed in 1808.Beethoven 
Sekd sxm'liiibBTBA’rED CteOoxAe. ’ ‘ Gavotte, from Second Violin Sonata.....Bach 
av tte....Hiller 
■....  . iia 
1 96, Me 12..Lce&chh 
)p. 82, No. 5......... n 
’• froo Bostics Mai 
_ La Begata v 10...Liszt 
Lea yeux 1 ....;. tregh 
. from Third Suite for ’Cello.Baeh 
Menuet a l’Ant le. Op. 14, Mo. 1....Paderewski. 
Mig so, Op. 8 ThomS 
W Mill 3 ........ Jensen 
Murmur » Zephyrs... Niemann 
t Papillons i, Op. 69, No. 2.ThomS 
'• avane.„...Sharpe 
let Op. 8, Mo. 1  Scharwenka 
Bosamni .  1. hut 
Second Mazurka, Op. 64...;.."..Godard 
i’s Pip—Pastorale..... ? -eg 
Simple Aven (A Confes fcOj 25-.  homS 
fi Slumber Sweetiy—Berceuse............................................. Beaumont 
:© Song Without Words (Chant 1 ns Paroles) Op-2, No. 2. Xichaikowsky 
.1 Sous LaFeuillee (T the Leaves), Op. 29.-.1 is 
' l.\If hi .  tlade 
Ttuiznt to fl ace), Op. 28, No. 2.Helmund 
° Under the L ves (S si Op. 29..,-........Thome 
Valse Posthume.-...Chopin 
Whispers (Plauderein), Op. 60.. .Hit sh ter 
s- Psper, Cloth BacI OO. lail'C j 
Ola lc Plan© S @ for You g People, Vol. I. 
ll Classics - • peoj - are, necessarily, f a differen / rade 
fb ds. It is ten—t > often—the 
I, ’’ present for. the j g mer are if 
: : the dryest ■ trader, ai the stud it absorbs the idea that good ■ v music must ding this collection the requirements 
„ ' youthful mil t has been the incipal object i viev and the 
a select ' living (1 <&d writers has b"«ia made to 
prove that music of an adv i< -3 standar can be pleading as well as 
usefhl ii < ormat n of. a correct and pure musical tast The 
in -i, Goupod, 8 ium: n, Wagner, Beil 
*" ecke, irwe im, Li Bad i ni\ 
Qlllet, Gurlitt, a. Low are a guarantee of the var y of sty3;, as 
•: well as solidity of character, of the musio contained in this col¬ 
lection. We fad anoitd the work is not eqnaled by any book of 
corresponding grade. 
.. TOEHTS. 
l. • ■ Waltz, O, • 80........;.. dovic 
Bluette Waltz.....Duvemoy 
'■■7 BonneHnmeur (GoodHumor)—Bondo,Op. 274.Baumfelder 
BridalChorus(Lohengrin)................................................BUgfier 
td] ft m (1 rnklfinge), Op. 676,No. 22......Behr 
- Cho ile, ( .77, No.  Berens 
Gradleooi - llleddien), Op. liJ4, No. 6.......,............,SeAiiniOB» 
■77 Cuckoo O 263, Mo. 8  :'ipp 
— Di: ...  Ia ge 
»! r— Dance......... JSmifA ■?:. Echoes of iaa Ball (Loin du Bal).............................................(TfKef 
ii Foneral March (F. Chopin), Op. 176...Skreahbog 
IC Gavotte, Op. 173. Mo.  R it ■ he ■ff; Gypsy Dance (Zigeunortanz) ........Lichner 
Pub. With Good" i onne Humeur)—Bondo, Op. 274..... imfelder 
Price. ETuiiBt': a, Op. 26, Me 3  - U ■»4 in ©/ on L 'lagerfln th Gi Camp);-Op. 424, M6. 8.....;..., Sakr 
^ ‘ In the Gipsies’Camp (Im Zigeunerlager), Op. 424, No. 3,..Behr 
3.00 4.00 In a Hur y.Loeschhom 
i or o on Be Bal (The Ball) Waltz, Op. 80...U-doem 
• *•«) Z.oU Les Pifferari (The Pipers). ..Gounod 
3 nfl ■ -iiii i nn ' ’HirondellefThe Sw j w).................... ......Qoii 
‘ * Loii lu B , (Echo s . f the Ball . m 
. 2.00 3.00 Love’s Oracle...Bohm 
w, Sjov Serenad Minnelied) . > 216.. ; ’ * 
• -'*1 Ma jl« e * a’sLautet (May < hl‘ ft ging' p. @ ... ..Siewt i 
1.75 3 00 JHay-be^la Ringing (Maiglockchen’s Lanten), Op. 67......Siewert 
4 •*'» | 50 Duelled(Lov * node),Op.21 ... . . -r 
iff f ■ , *,7 Morgengebet (Morning Prayer), Op. 101, No. 2.. Gurlitt 
. 4.00 4.75 MorningPrayerfMorgeny t),Op.l01, No. 2........... OurlUt 
4 nn 4 ye Parade March, Op. 79. No. 6 ...................BOhler 
ViSvYj *’■ .Pas le—B< e SanBPa3X>les,Op.84...  Curlier 
. 2.00 3.00 P®- 'ella. Chregh 
v - -- i „ Pipers (Les Pifferari).  ..Gounod 
) 1. 2. dftnge (Call of the I ),Oj 676, No.22...Behr ■ ■ 1 fin 9 nn Queen of the May—Belne de aLOp. 74.........;........ Morleg ■*: 'l*ou '■'■ ^‘ou Seine de Mai.(Qnee the May) Opf74i;^i;;....i.Sj4.;.u.......iAfbri«5r 
i 3.00 3.5( aide Bose), Op. 177............Fischer 
a nn a TK S sh, Op. 68, No. 6..—Scharwenka 
. a.w to ,,je—fj-gg Facile^.-..'.Beethoven 
) 8 25 3.76 8ongWit Is—Ps i, Op. Chi >7 
n nn n nn —Gavotte, Op. 247.inn 
. 2.00 o. 00 ong....».I.....Ellmenreich 
n tin n s.t% Succ4s Mazurka.........*.—.   Bachmasw 
. z.ou 8. J Sw , ironddle). ibbaerts 
. 8.00 4.00 Tarantelle.—... LoesehKorn 
• 2.0( 3.00 Way' /eee),O 177....Fischer 
9 nn o nn Wiegen'- -Cs long), 0 6-.Schumann 
• o.OO 2iget , ■ (Gipsy Ds a)...IAchher 
. 2.40 3.50 r »©rt MnetM) #1.0# Mol'*- #1 i5. 
. 1.00 2.25 For g^e b THEO. PHESSER, Phllad* )hia, 
. 3.00 SO' > BY ALX. M IO DKALBBS. 
A glance at the table of contents of these .two Albums 
will wiow their snperiority ovei- baost collections of piano 
music. They are fhll sheet-music size, well printed on 
good paper, durably bound, and attractively gotten up 
The mnsic is such as yon bear at concerts and musicales. 
Contents—Goneert Album, YoL L Olassia, 
Chopin, Op. 9, No. 2, Nocturne. 
Tschalkowsky, P»Trie Skylark. i 
oszkowski/M., C . e. 
Hummel, J N., Or 62 5*. 
Mitcheson, Mary F., Petite Berceuse. 
Kavanagh I., ( 2, Polonai te ie. 
Yon Wilm, N., Op. 14, No. 2, Canzonetta. 
7, Dance An 
LET., Op. 92, 
r> >. 370, Menuet, L XV. 
Cl 5‘,Op. onaise. 
inF. 
But Of l,Mel< ylnF. 
,Op. 45, K - 
Schnnutnn, B., Op. 124, Slumber Song. 
BOSTON SOFT STOP CO.s 
42 WARREN STREET, BOSTON, MASS 
We beg to call your attention to 
■ 0 ALE BY THE®. PiESSEfl, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa PIANOS AND ORGANS 
I ;1 I | 
EL.,. 
HABIT /IV PIANOFORTE PLAYING, 
' BY CARfL HOFFMAN. 
to Enwes to SiSt-Sipi Claw, 
By W. W, GILCHRIST, laThrei Books; 
PRICE » - 85 CENTS. 
Presents an analytical study of control of xnove- 
ment-and habit forming, as well as a succinct out¬ 
line of mechanical and expressions! technic as re¬ 
spects' the logical use, singly and combined, of 
fingers, hand, upper and lower arm, shoulder, and 
foot, in playing the piano.- ■ ■ : 
' . THEO. PRESSES, 
1704 Chestnut . Street, ■ - Philadelphia. 
. There aro many excellent works on the theory of sight-singing, bn t 
In the matter of reiterative esereies there has hlways been a great 
lack. Mr. Gilchrist's work, representing asit AAm, the accumulated 
experience of years, most completely meets this want, a large amount 
of practice being given on each point as It comes up, and the whole, 
shite av filing catchy nek liee< to lead the ar9J»ia characteris t 
by a very high type of musicianship. .' 
EBiffi©® I consists exclusfveiyof Tras-LnssoKa, in one, two, and 
four parts. 1 • scond ato used, and tfee 
pupil is thereby sled t attention niireiy on tire 
ttme-princlplea involved. Price SO dents. 
IH io given entirely I Interaai exercises, without special 
[relation o keys,t >. g w» fc s ad and - ’ .mg qrai • 
ally to the more complex. .Price 60 
|| ' X 1' i 4 i< into two parts, the Ant consisting of tea 
esereiaesin each major and i ir key, aiikout modulation ; the sear 
ond, of the sam • umb This book, with its 26® 
semises,! oi two, and foui rte, fa A*s«sfc valuable-one, and 
entirely unique. In fact, the vork as a whole 'stands quite alone ii| 
its exhaustiveness and systematic arrangement. 
It is, as its name implies, merely a collection of Exebcisbs. The¬ 
oretical instruction is left entirely to the teacher, and the exercises 
ARK jjtl^WtTO.gTQ ,V«V dVgi-RW. ___^_ 
The exercises are so arranged that they can be used by either 
male, femaler or mixed-voice classes. §> 
They give the teacher just what be waste for any kind of clam, 
save him □ a ai K.nt of blaek-tea*#;work, an<f give the 
pupil plenty of practice a § - 
It is, withou* . the largest and caplets set qfitght-singSag 
esercises mer - a { aeon become a nsw ty in every 
well-organized* Ech ! where music id i gh a. all sssi to every 
teacher. Price, 31 CO. 
JPl*i< .'Sj Btfficalk 5„v.- „di1> 
$sakl!  . »S® 
.,.L ......flirt 
BY CARL HOFFMAN 
Hew and revised edition. Based upon latest 
technical ideas connected with touch, rhythm, ac¬ 
cent, dynamic shading,.freer independence of mem¬ 
bers associated in piano playing, among themselves 
and in combination. In the hands of thoughtful 
teachers and. students most excellent results will 
follow the use of these Exercises, which need only 
to be thoroughly tested to be widely used for teach¬ 
ing purposes. 
, Address Publisher,' . t 
If 111-©,, PHIS ©lit. 
NEi r AND SUBS' USTTIAL 
cf MUT©ILO v F(OOOgof:= 
OUR OWN MAKE. 
Me® $1.00. 09.00 per teem, by Usprcsa 
Th a folio withon Bp: ing b ck w ore » ntal ork 1 impl 
folio ha cloth, with thres strings to tie the open ends. 
Address ITHEJS BffiESSS®9 ■ £ f?Q 
Sample copies sent upon application. 
Ml QMC AT TBILIBHT. ZSE?%X*&f. 
to- at, all. music stores. 
THE CiCfCCEN LONG AGO, WAIiTZ^ SONG $ 50 Cents. Mailed for 
20c. each by JOS. MUSE® <C®., dhleago, 111. 
New Gantaia for Small Choral Societies. 
' JOHN GILPIN 15 OHAS* .W. LAMBOH, 
lonely Aia® mn&Y-m&m® piegseq. 
BY W. F. KRET80HMER. 
Little Blue Eye Waltz .....30c. I fal .........60c, 
' Adelaide Gavotte.'............... -Oc. I Between the Acts—.—..™...40c. 
German Patrol..’.40c. 1 Spanish Waltz,.......... —««,.„..4ts. 
- eae Httit pit es are nicely riften md 5 - a iltol y pri ltd 
Although butjust publiBhedvthey areusedand wArmly recom¬ 
mended by the feet teachers. They areneatand pleasing -«sre 
itnnn nni nwi nl di&iiina time lioaflll tOflAKlTlcr AfittOiD*'**■! ThPv'B fflll 
May be had, together with press notices and musical synopsis; from 
au music stores This .work- is especially designed te meet :6he 
w ink of the p< pu ar student with medi m - ability. 
It contains all the ideas of recent pianoforte play¬ 
ing. The author is a well-known practical teacher, 
and author of s similar work for the Reed Orgaii, 
rM< h is m w get arally us ed f«): fast ru si ion on that 
instrument. It will' be well for every teacher I# 
examine this new work, which will be ready in a 
short tii le . -- : 
THEODORE PRESSED, Publisher,' 
PS=tlLA®IELPOTA. 
The phenomenal success' of Volume I has en¬ 
couraged Mr. Macdougall to issue the second vol¬ 
ume, which will be similar in style to Volume I. 
It is a collection of chaste, easy, short, and interest¬ 
ing pieces, with annotations and close fingering. 
The collection will surpass anything in thie line 
yet published. 
GONTENTS-VOLUME H. - 
WILH, N. V. Op. 81,Ko-1.....................................To Begin With 
VOLKMANN. Op. 27, Ko. 6.Folk Song 
TSGHAIKOWSKY. Oj S. No. l?.......;........ Gei 
ll UI1 > Op, 140, No. 7..... ............ Festive I im 
12 . :GoodXight| 
MACDOUGALL, H. C.........Christmas Pastorale 
WILMiN. V. Op,81; No;IS........................ ................GriHiieSong- 
KAYAn AGH,L.......   Andante 
BomaitiM 
KULLAK, T.' Op. 62, No. 12............Evening Bell 
TjCBLAIKQWSKY, Op. 38, Nb.18......_^Italieii ^ong 
WILBLHi'W Op.81. No.2.,.   Hilarity 
0 • IMWMM Mtu<l (NMI «aq>« ■ • »••*»•»•*•• •••**!; Seherzo 
BOHM. Op. 169........ ....Little Love Song 
SCHYTTE..L. Op. 69, No. ..........i...FairyTale 
Invented by G. W. GRIMM. 
:. A game for every home;—Desirable by young and oMi—ExedlfeM': 
for parties. 
Figuring in notes and resta te the feature of this game. 
Su i genl nsly la this ga ® * nstructed tha he m icel *>• * * ii 
it is mmm felt as a hnrdeimpne appendage. .. - ; I 
The ii truc; ive and amusing'quallties of the game have been so 
pei-focfily and harmonionsly blended that the Mdricai Dotehroee will' 
form an everlasting source of enjoymbnt. ■ 
Bach set te sccompaaied. with inairucttonshow to ;playr.tBe;various Ssines possible: Block, Drawj All-QuarteRL.Bergea, Sabaatppol, and 
itWlfc-a-Wink. These contain a wonderful iffliount of infmmatfon 
concerning computation of note-values. : : 5 - 
; The instructions explain also the value of notes and seats, so that 
any one may learn howto play tels-game; and became proddent in 
pr* :> • 3 P u:: iffRSJII * i ^ i 
I 1 
^ fill III 
1 4®) i .* ♦Ii tf iffLU *lM 
rP? ilH i® 
rirntTn^ITl 9L. m % sU HU 11 
— 
EWce, mokel-plated* 00 Canto, M©fe6 Postpaid. 
ing machine or Desk. /af¬ 
fords the most delicious com¬ 
fort to weak backs. It is beau¬ 
tiful and artistic iu design. 
Adjustable to fit large or smaU, 
short or tall persons. 
Will send any style on ap¬ 
proval, to be returned at our 
expense if not perfectly satis¬ 
factory. Ask your dealer for 
the ‘‘DavisChair.” Send for 
catalogue of full upholstered 
styles, with price lists and dis¬ 
counts. Agents wanted. 
IMIS CHAIR' 60*. ilffivSIlls Ohio* 
©Svisg fch© correct: Metronomio SSark» after {&© 
Ma©ls©i Stemdard, together with tte 
Tnie'-'&empba of all --tha Basao©a. 
These iastiraments have been especially mofflufactared 
for The Brims, and.-will ba sent as a premium so. aay 099 
sanding two subscribers. ■ Address 
THEODORE PRESSES, 
ITOi CEESmiTf ST., ■ HHLADELPMSA, S>A. 
t@ §tiiIt®o lia l^fecctag, 
GROVES’ DICTIONARY 
The only Complete Encyclopedia of Music in ' ^ _ p - 
aglishl . . va/o iajd k/uz^u rats viz <3□ 
Round in handsome Brown Cloth, Gilt Tops. Put up in boxes and WRTfiTS! — «, _ _ <S<1 Rjfk 
cold only in complete seta. This new edition includes the Index. * 1 
Fries for 3 Volumes, (including Index,) $18.50. The author has brought together a valuable collection 
Price fop Index, » - ' - ° $2.5®. of little pieces, musical and poetic in quality, witbin th® 
’romnAiaE'' ra»E>ooic?ra ability or children’s fingers and within the rang© of the 
AtMa’eca THEODORE ff^RESSlslRg children’s minds. They are taken’from the most gqc» 
1704 CHBSTMFT ST., FHI£A. cesafol collections of thiB class of ton© poems for chil- 
__._:_:_=_ dren the world can show. 
The pieces are'all 'closely annotated, fingered, 
H etc. There is also, at the beginning of the work, 
dJiiL iLdy a few ’chapters on the object and manner of 
using the work; Rudiments of Musical Form j 
Ji |Yo Phrasing 1 What it is to Play with Expression 1 
Subjective and Objective in playing, etc. 
The work is intended to precede the two vol= 
loMo umes of u Studies in Phrasing,” which are among 
the- most popular musical text-book® now used 
volume to the counfciy. As a work of genuine useful¬ 
ness in inching, the volume cannot be excelled. 
)Hb K*wrif o 
BBOiDTCAT.NaiwYOBE. 
. j ''4 p “ i.i In Amei k 
rat byna la brera jhl * 3foi . 
nth® 
A collection of a higher grade of Piano Compositions. This Work Is a companion 
lIeo containing an extensive treatise on expression, -a®- • c«, i , „ , ,: ■Metis as1 practical t is valuable Thi principles * - &tS ' "r > Mu 3 btud nt£ DJ the 
iven in the treatise are exemplified in a series of the game author. Numerous phases of art 
ass! compo iti ms of gi atest eomj 0. , 1, lnclnd ng * , , - 
elections bon Bset S nubert, dendel sohi 5 • fan. id art aT€ talked &DOUI U a iliOr 
aaaa, Chopin, and Rubinstein. " OUghly practical Way. . It points Oltt^h© 
■ ■ _ . tray of success to teachers and students in 
Cnnirn art ^e- ^r- Tapper’s informal and lyEElEU bongs Mill WOraSo thoroughly pertinent manner of writing 
o has a. real value in it, that. will, make this 
MENDELSSOHN. companion volume indispensable to every 
Critically Revised by Calvin B. Cady, musician. 
With Portrait "and Biographical Sketch fey <g @@@ S@LBo ..-..- --.- 
fheodore Preiser. * ' ..-.. -001—.. - 
Grade, Five Grades Mow Ready, 
fl5aLmvraa» 
■ ORDER BY ■ ■ 
NUMBER ONLY. 
1280 Webb, F. R, i Siwif of Jtrne. {Walts 
. Vivaoe.) Grade 
A graceful and brilliant waStz. It is an excellent 
; teaching piece, as.it gives opportunity ' for developing 
good finger and hand touches. It its ssrefully fingered, 
1281 Webb, F. R. Op. 67. Ho. 2, The 
Firefly. (Polks Caprice.) 'Grade IV. 
Meicdious, awlngy, and taking. It ia also a good 
- - teaching piece, 
• ORDER BY-"- 
PRICE. NOTES BEE ONLY. 
.1268, Goerdeler, ^Richard. .'/.'.Iyy Green, 
60 (Sehotfeisohe.) Grade IV..^............ 
Another of this writer’s popular compositions. A 
good study in octaves and chord work. 
1264 Goerdeler,. SfoharcL Mignonette 
Waltzes.Grade IV..,,.................... 
85. " A very graceful waltz Movement. The opening 
theme is in octave, with an inner chord accdrop.wl 
niS’.’ii and a sustained bass. It can be made very effec¬ 
tive by proper phrasing. The entire waltz is useful 
as well as melodious. 
60 1265 doerdoler, Richard. In Distant 
Land. : Grade IV... 
This composition is of a quieter and more tender 
strain. It requires a Binging, expressionful touch. 
Its contents are varied and afford room for gdOd work. 
1266 Hewitt, H. D. Victor March. 
W . Grade HI... ..... 
This march, gives excellent practice in left-hand 
skips. Will be serviceable to the teacher. 
1267 Hewitt. W. D. Murmuring Waves. 
(Nocturne.) Grade IV........ 
A good study in wide geedrapaniinent for the left 
35 . band.. Too melody is effective and the harmony above 
the average. The entire piece is a fine study in uhras- 
ing and shading. : ■: 
1268 Long, Dion M. Morning1 Song. 
(Reverie.) Grade V.. .. 
80 This composition is writ ten in repeated notes, broken 
chords, and Octaves. It is, therefore, a good practice 
in carrying a melody of repeated notes. It needs a 
loose, light wrist, and flexible fingers. It is good for 
teaching or for parlor use. 
50 1269 Wilkins, S. Star Polka Mazurka. 
Grade III..,..... ............ 
Good practice in double notes and on time. The 
theme is attractive and is developed somewhat by 
imitation. 
35 
1270 Kavanagh, Ig. Op. 5. Fete Cbam- 
petre. (Polka.) Grade IV.. 
A yery pleasing composition, containing valuable 
practice for hand and arm touches. Has some good, 
finger work also. 
1271 Barbe. H. A. Op. 27. The Red Sar¬ 
afan. Grade IV-. ... 
oO Effective variations Upon this familiar air. They are 
good for the teacher and also for the parlor. 
1272 Presser, Th. Consolation (4 hands)... 
60- • • •- 
60 1273 Reineoke, O. Op. 54,-Ho. 3. ; Mom- 
60 ' ing Prayer (4 hands)..... 
88 1274 Hungarian Dance, An. (4hands)....... 
1275 Low, Jos. March Impromptu (4 
hands) .. 
, nn 1276 Gurlitt, C. "On, 147, Ho. 5. Negro 
Dance (1 lianlis) .... 
1277 Heuinann, E. Op. 1, Ho. 4. Merry¬ 
making (4 hands).... 
1278 Weber, O. M. v. Op. 3, Ho, 5. 
Marcia (4 hands)...A................... 
1279 Loeschhorn, A. Op. 61, Ho. 8. On 
Guard i4'hands) . 
The above are the separate pieces from School of 
Four-hand Playing. The pieceB are the very best of 
on . second grade compositions that coaid possibly be 
ORDER BY 
PRICE. HDIIBEE ONLY.' * 
1284 Janke, - Gustav. Op. 118, Ho. 8. 
35 Among the Gypsies. Grade IL... 
This is another piece of the same set, and it, ao 
pretty as the others, meets the requirements. In form, 
melody, t 1 touch it is excellent. 
88 1285 Moelling, Theo. Melodic, con 
pressione. Grade III... 
*!%-« is a melody in reality as well m‘ in name. Tho 
t Is grace ul ■ 
for shading In tonal effects, and for intelligent phrasing. 
It will be a boon to the teacher. 
1286 Moelling, Theo. 'Youthful Pleasure. 
50 Grade ill............ 
; Another useful piece by the same author. It Is to 
I 1 andijri gt into ... he principle >f the > 't 
- finger exercises. It affords good opportunity for 
acquiring smoothness in playing arpeggios divided 
. • between tne two hands. - ‘ / - 1 
86 1287 Durfield, John H. Op/34. Ho. 2. 
Cradle Song. Grade II.... 
^' AAhdrdughiygdddrpleee.for singing quality of tone, 
Another useful number of Grade IL - 
50 " 
1288 Bohm, ‘O. Op. 280. Dance on the 
'- Green* Grade ill... 
One of Bohm’s well-known and popular pieces: This 
. ,;r. is a very good one in its grade. It is sprightly and 
taking. 
0g: 1289 Rathbun, F. G. (Valse Impromptu.) 
Grade IV......... 
This is a waits that may be given with confidence in 
*' • ortl ?i ' ong in theme, gr * & thm, 
and a good stud «-i »cee , and in smooth lej d 
playing. 
1290 Befar, F. Op. 590, Ho. 8. ' Gipsy 
ok Dance. Grade IV  
This is one of Francois Behr’s characteristic pieces. 
Its value as a teaching piece is unquestioned, and it in 
ao tuneiul as to please early grad© pupils. 
1291 O’Neill, Thos. Op. 03. Hymphs at 
Play. Grade IV... 
ow The value of a piece sf music written is the easier 
grades of piano music Is largely dependent upon the 
inter I fo h upil r <•»>, iy 1 ovement '-jjo' i » 
and general effect. Pieces: which combine these points 
*i sat n( ieteiy arc vbat teachers re seeking 
> f » longs to this category ; > * »< • - •, 
50 of use. 
1292 Smith, Wilson G. Op. 48, Ho. L 
'• Mazurka Poetique. Grade V. 
20 Mr. Smith’s compositions are noted for their orig¬ 
inality, and this iB no exception to ie 
It is a boastful composition of musicianly character, 
opt i* sic hicl is annon •• *i by 
•<sl the i vo i>\ is, and v fit fly taker as the opei ing 
nn theme of the piece. It is instructive musically, ao 
w ' ell, s t eel x Icallj 
1293 Waddington, Edmund. Op. 20, Ho. 
20 1- In the Woods.: (Swing Song.) 
Grade Hi...... 
rhis iece i g od n t ery < - ■». It is truly a 
85 -swing song, for ihe swaying motion is present. The 
contrasts are good, and tho entire piece is far from 
commonplace, 
35 1294 Waddington, Edmund. Op. 20, Ho. 
2. In the Dell. (Rondo.) Grade IIL. 
Another first-rate teaching piece. It will do excellent 
<“u work in its grade, and wiil please. 
1295 O’Heill; Thos.: Op. 62. Gavotte 
85 Antique. Grade IV....................... 
Opens with a quaint theme in minor, in keeping 
with its title. It changes to a graceful major melody, 
and is well worked out. It is a thoroughly enjoyable 
piece, either for teaching or parlor nse. , 
1296 Drippe, Paul A. Op. 2L Little 
Coquette. :; Grade III.... 
on , Only gdtid can to spokeB of this also. It is graceful,: 
M ... well-eoneeijrcidi'the' ^armonleB raw,good, aid an e«(9l>' 
lent study in finger and hand touches. 
1297 Ra^hbun,F.G. Hootume.Grade V. 
This Is an exceptionally useful composition. The 
melody is strong and susceptible ofimuch shading' in 
tonal effects. Its effect is heightened ;by graceftil em¬ 
bellishments, which the ability to plky in a smooth, 
Sowing style,'.will be worth acquiring. The left hand 
is given an effective accompaniment of broken chords. 
1298 .Rathbbn, F. G. The Maybells. 
76 (Polka-Rondo.) Grade IV......... 
A gracofiil, brilliant piece with g^sd work in finger. 
r 'v and band touches. lt wiU lnterest by roaeoh of its 
tunefdiness vndinstruet because ofitsworth. : 
1299 Rathbun,; p/O. ' IniSpruig Tims. 
Grade V........................................... 
This is another fine taaching piece, interesting and 
nseftiL . Th© mixscTrhythm of-the third part is effect¬ 
ive, though a little difficult to get smooth. It is worthy 
: a; place in the', teacher’s repertoire. 
«n 1300 O’Heill, Thos. Op., 6L Serenata. 
(Idyl.) Grade III... 
A very -pretty; serenade, • simple W strong- in ita 
melody, whicb iseventually given forth by bot&luuta&: 
melody Ik F. 
venir. Grade ill..„ 
A very good mazurka. The imitative countor- 
themes m the bass are very effective, as is also tbe 
abrupt transition from major to minor in the first 
part. '.V-f . : 
uet.) Grade 111.................. 
The harmony of this piece is rich and well worked 
; ouL lt is solid in style, and yet of a tuneful, popular 
character. This entire set of pieces is especially useful 
. for teaching purposes. The fingering and pedaling 
are carefully and critically marka). 
1284 . De "Kontski, Chevalier. Op.. 870, 
. (Minuet Louis XV.) Grade V....?.. 
A good study in chord and~left-hand octave playing. 
It is also useful for developing a crisp staccato. Is 
quaint in melody and form. 
1286 Houseiey, Henry.. Flowers of A.u- 
tumn. (Concert Waltz.) Grade IV. 
A brilliant and awingy waits. It will please both 
teacher and pupil. 
1236 d Bohm: Op. 282. FroUo of the 
. Butterfiies. Grade V..  
A graceful morceau in the weli-knowc style of this 
popular rater. Good for trill and melody playing; 
123f Moelling, Theodore. Hoctumo. Grade 
Sfana difficult than its appearance would indicate! 
Tho melody is given to the right, while occasionally 
the left hand takes up and develops the theme. It is 
a fine study in accompanying. The accompaniment 
consists of repeated chords, making rather dUKeuk 
work. It is worthy of use. 
1238 Waddingtoa, Edmund. Rippling1 
Stream. (Mazurka.) Grade V....... 
Like the other numlters of this set of pieces, it is 
brilliant and tuneful, and will be popular, 
1239 Soinhid, Johann O. Bravado, Dar 
1240 Kiirassier, On Parade (rather more 
1241 difficult). Her. Ulane. (Four Mili- 
.1242 . tary Marohea.) Griide III.a.A 
; Bright, tuneful marches for young students, ijaaful for octavo work. ;, '• /: • ■ - : 
> 248 Mathews, . S. B. ■; -Standard 'Gorxtse 
to ■ of Studies in Ten Grades, 'Books 
1251 I to X. Grade I..........:... 
Melodious etudes selected from the best composers, 
carefully edited, fingered, phrased, end annoteted, and 
supplemented with, complete directions for the appli- 
catitsa of Mason's System ,of Technics. Taste as well 
as technic and sight reading will be cultivated by the 
study of these interesting Atudes. These fine etudes 
are. equal Basically .to the beet pieces of standard 
comnc,sere, and will Interest the pupil and therefore 
rapidly adrance him, yet they do not sacrifice techni¬ 
cal value for pieassng melody, but give a happy com- 
bllUltiOIl Of tho rt!7n fnatnaoffl * 
1252 Moelling, Souvenir 
^ngera.^B^u^M^'r ehteZit>^i*^ BtretiS^<to'th0 
1263 Moelling, Theo.,; Onward. Grade II... 
A' »ery useful teaching piece. It unites scales-pas-- 
sag® with chord playing, and will great!* aid to develop 
good touch. - - r 
! give s tastofor good maaiL 
1261 Behr, Francois, 
and : and 5. In May; 
1262 Grade I...... 
.^ Twc .aasy- teackins? pieoet 
$ £ i en™ s2 fJ £ r®j a®] 
PALMER’S S€H1 RiWENKA 
PIANO PRIMER, «0 I6H GIRARD AVENUE. i (INOOBPORATED 1891.) '. ;;f: JPwivate <zrrdl Clam Lessotts iti.'&W Lviivacftee af UCcsofe. 
v;.,.^r ; »■; 'f Stetytta, $3I.60 to $3G.OO. T:. 
FREE" ADVANTAGES; Classes lo Hayiiaony, Symphony, and 
Ensemble, both T«oal and Instrumental. Concerts and Lectures. 
KATE Me ■UM&AMwiLmWA, Prlmet'SEil. 
_ ST E. 68th St., near Madison Ave. 
_ . (FonuKai,Y 8l Fifth Avmjue), " 
iJCStSs. ®5S>lIE'KONo- ■ jssyir Y©RIC. 
Holes asafll Remiafflss toy stsch KteaieteEas a® ®ff. 
Wssa. Hum;; Mr* . Wan. M. ®ln©rw©©«fis> 
12r. Aibert H. IPairsoEia, ©&©. 
It is concise ; it is exhaustive ; it is endorsees by most 
•of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of 
c jndatic. them __ ....___B_, 
>n tore ffer renowned Artists of both Euro; 
States, tt to adopted « o otaopaod ™,pto ta mo« of ' 
4116 Colleges in AlnenCEs StM B&ies. ii^YB u&Bll:BM6is.©lll©“ SIud$nt& and Faiciih//CpnC8Hsr!t spatial feature* 
nal. Its price is very reas .able, viz.: Cloth, e t- Fashionable and accessible locati . 
boosed, of.®®! io Board ccra, ?8 ®n*=,ood it paper In p™»Hns.d«.»b1, 
covers, S® CSa» Address • boarding places. 
•smmmiMm' mws®, ■ E"“”'“ap“'u'“,“,‘aSIIi, S3iKM,. 
1764 CHESTfltll SI ,PKU A® ft, PI. GENERA!. MANAGES 
Students can enter at any time. 
COM SEKYATO M.Y OB'1 MnDMEO 
MINNEAPOLIS. Bfl N ^. 
ROYAL PRUSSIAN PROFESSOR AND COURT PI ANIST TO THE EMPEROR 
OF AUSTRIA. 
A MONTHLY-ddURNAiL^\.- 
Wemmi to «fll SIS ®f IMSIMffElIfS.*?-; 
O tains articles and illustra Brest t ar ot 
and >rgan f uilder, the organ neT f the day, it of qi s- 
ti 3 and answers .nd teac ag % of ■ j *..ubIo, /a $2.00 ( dvance). Simple copies 
26 cents. 
EVERETT E. TRUETTE, 
Editor and publisher 
SCHOOL OF M0S50 
Lessons in BE PAW UWIVER8ITY, OREERCASTLE, iND. 
Inotructioa given in all Departments of E2uoie. 
Pupil, . 1 isical, Artist, Chore rcbeatral . Concert®, 
Solo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Ensemble 
Oratorio Work 
FIVE COURSES .-OF STUDY. •. 
Room, Board, Practice and Sheet Music at reasonable rates. 
■■■■■■■:■■■■■' For Glraalcrc, apply to 
JAMES H. HOWE, DBAS, ©EEBETOABTEaE, IBB. 
For Circulars of other University- Departments, apply to 
President, John P. D. John, A.M., D.D., College of Liberal Arts. 
Rev. Hillary A. Gobin, a.m., d.d , i lean of school of Theology. 
•<s * , * f • 1 r r» M i ■ 
lry A Mill Oet u o: Sol v’ I A t 
'88EW YORK COLLEGE OF fflMSDffi, 
118 cal. 3,39 last iSth Street. 
MJESHIIT, Dlffeetoff. 
pm®. pUI^SCfl«fl5HDl /. 
- Principal of Vocal Department. 
All Branches Musical Art. Elocution, Modern Languages. 22 In¬ 
structors. Best in Northwest. Only Complete Music 
School North of Chicago. Send for Catalogue.1 
CL A MA.MCE JL. EZAE&SSMJLLL? D&rester, 
All branches of Music :taught “ On Teaching and Teaching Reform.” By-At -R. Parsons. and 
Constantin Sternberg...! 
“.What Shall we Play, or Musical Education in the Home.” 
Letters to a Lady Friend. By Cart Reinecke. Translated 
by John Behmann,.! 
El mi t arj * to Ins uc Ion &a ,J a he or Pupil ‘ SyAloy 
Hennea,.  1 
‘ dvi to Young Students Hanot s.” Acollectioi f abc ■ 
mrules for beginners. By Albert W. Borot,..........I 
> ,th< ,,j,1 Wo Amatet ) Rj 0 ** Mac! on .. 
Tfa* Fhe sesst by Matt Sme 8® ®ia, 
Addreci Publisher, 
THE© ©EBOsSEiesS Q&,a 
PHIIADELF II '■ 
3« 02 Hat ii an St 3hllac 
•, < urge far Oi m pract ill arrangement made for 
students tudyini th n >fe ' '--a. 
E53D)-W^.^,I3 ^>E5^,3^>'S' 
CONC E Ft I R1A NiSJ AND LEO 
Yi' Address, 178 Tremdnt St., Boston, Mass. 
Mr. Perry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept. 
10th < holidays Special Terms » partie on his dir j 
routedertring ncitala’at that.time. • 
HARRY CLYDE BROOKS, 
TEB3@R AK0 flKSTRy©T@^ 
In Voice Culture and Artistic Singing, according to Italian 
Methods. 
3E AlLiBfilSK;3® 
lew liiioimg P@eket Dictionary. 
©f ^USlOSl TOFOISa Mr. Brooks mn ^upil of Sig. Antonio Sangiovanni, Milan, Italy. 
@<8®€& TBIIM® U]E3]F'IK'ES2J>o ‘^T 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket -M. - T A. <D’’ST* 
Die tnarj has n cen h be n isa d, which , > tain sp- ' ° ' J " ‘‘ 
ward of - 2600 definitions, covering about all that is P0 AG\30S Ys TE AM® WKI YHI^o 
required by musical students and teachers. It should _ . 
be in the possession of every person who studies music. SSO.OO for twenty one-hour lessons. S30.00 for twenty half-hour lessons 
3P21,i:C?ES s® <DE3Mir©o 37 Fort Avenuei QT chlckedng’MB? Tremoot St., BOSTON. 
Address ™E®B><8H!E TOE8SSK, ^ --MR PFRI FF V~" 8F1BV1Q-' 
1764 Chestnut St., Phitad’a, Pa. 
With a Lasr^© Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study ox 
Music. 635 students last year. Total espouse for one 
year’s study (38 weeks) need not exceed 8800. 
Cams gii Sept 16, Jan i til 
BEAUTIFUL km gWSTBUCnVE, 
a@!g aai (Siatt®p 
KAS®M’S “TOST®* AmTSClIIft”: ■ 
8t <Mt 8, Corn gi M u te Ha I line y 
Mew Fork, ) ana Friday. 
mi Montague St., Brooklyn, } Saflrday. 
A New and Original 'Publication. 
SIGHT FUGUES, 
By JOHANN SEBASTIAN BAOH, 
V-Ji&lh Amalyaieh-B JSsjjoisfltlWBBS te CWEiffiKS t&EUdS. 
; ■ Marsmosaioms Sdaenaaea 
By BERNARDTJS BOEKELMAN. 
A highly approved edition and endorsed by the following promi¬ 
nent artists 
G. W. C let, E. A. McDowell, A. M. Duve ofc 
Niels W. G i,Fr.Gern8he t, A”tr n, Walter 
MuFsrren, A. C. Mackenzie, William Mason, H. W. Nicholl. Carl 
Reined; 5.. -*• go I mam M rits h enthi ,Ss nue P r, , 
Arthur Frfedheim, Fanny Bloomfield-Zeisler, etc. - 
Copies fsale by 
YHEO0OKH PKE08EK. 
1704 C - - t, . , j - -.rjhia. 
OBEaLW, OHIO, 
DSMaj® MUSSCIAI* IlitlfilB AM® 
mv ©f m 
llfAiREW, ©MO®, gives instruction in ell departments 
of Music, with a thorough, systematic oourse of study, 
and .a foculty of the highest-excellence and efficiency. 
Established twenty-two years. Catalogues free. 
JWiJEHJS BAM, Se®i?etoipy. 
STANDARD WOUEU. 
Dama^b Bas . 1 00 
TsSsjAa® ep\¥:m&&:aAk 76 
)OL 2 60 
p hues llaefe, i «© 
Address th 
edaua’s nnjsncAn. ssoBiirOTEs,, 
WARREN OHIO. - 
P O JM r 3B N ■:*. s. 
Genius, Success in Professional Life, Schopenhauer’s 
Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature, Head and 
Heart. Sanctity of Music, Church Music, Hints 
to PupilB, Fhilosopity of the Beautiful, 
Plea for Music, Value • of Musical 
Education, Memory, Woman in 
Music, _ Harmony, Imagina- 
;' tion, Expression, Maxims. 
The work Is alike indispensable to the teacher and pnpil. To 
ad vie 3ncourage t. It conta s over 
200 pages mA is printed in most excellent style. 
97 Fifth Avenue, Mew York. 
FRANK HERBERT TUBBS, fViuBicaS Director, ETUBE. 
Yon can hear them from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from the 
Lakes to the Golf. These Grand Harmonies and Divine Melodies 
r t> fed by the best in the md. 
This School for Singers has original ide.iB. All teachers use the 
same voice-method. Voice Culture and Singing are taught only in 
private lessons, educational subjects in classes. The voice-method 
is that an sd bv Mr. Tubbs. He was a student Manuel ' rei 
Behnkt nd akespt * 1 on . > onio San- 
; tvanni of M lan Sin the In tute bega f ip h fell d 
io make good progress. You, If a student, would do the same. So 
would f( ui frxen L 
At present, students prefer New York a* a centre for study. One 
oma e u .*-•.< by m ation in a lai ;e city. O stud * . 
< 1 co fortable b rd ig *• ■ in ou ive on< r two tern 
in Ne\ v >ri this f ar Perhaps, wb n pre a w tyouv old 
professional -thus pa t * 5 l it ted, sene 
fc uli 1 ro 1 3 rhey tell < b tho * 3, Teach* , Tiocatioi 
etc. Address as .above. 
T! IE - A.RE M \ TC l ESS 
TTIhi© TBaiandeirei , ®m« Ftlirtf tt ins, 
S©saat«B Off, . ®Ja© Corcoran Cadets, 
UnCtoEBCiH HeneflCslioR, 1%e 9eeldental, ’ 
TTEne EUilgDn SeDii®®II Coaleto, SemmiBeir IFfluDelOo, 
TTHne 'iMinimroip'k ©if TTflmm©, TTEne IPflencl®i?, 
\ . sMfflsta 1 P®»es 
OTSse CruBatteir, ~ t®y»i I 
OT*e Bell© »I <DM©os® 
Pries, PI a/10 Solo, 40 ets. each, ' 
Price, Four Wands, 30 ct@. each 
Sent by mail, postpaid, ©a receipt of the price. 
PUBLISHED BY 
It is simple but complete, cheap but durable, 
and beautiful in appearance. 
It has a solid wooden back, which always keeps it 
in shape, and it does not mutilate the contents. 
The copies are instantly but securely hound by the 
Shin slats which run the length of the periodical, and yet 
can be removed at pleasure. 
Each Binder holds twelve copies, or a full year’s sub 
cription oi he Etude 
MUSIOAL ©ABIE. 
ALLEGRANDQ 
lastmetiem sai Pleasure 
II iPLSHl© SUSIE FOR EVERY SUBS, 
‘Shis game oonsfats of cardan sa which the different notes and waste 
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed among 
the players, the cards are played in succession and added together as 
< « r ai . tyed until the value of whole note is reached, hen i 
on * * * - ho played last s a: a r- 
whole note. This gives a general idea only. Full directions, with 
rales for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
keya, &s,,‘accompany the game. 
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other instrn- 
m@at; those who sing; those who wish to read mubtator; in£aot, all 
who are interested in music, need this charming gams. 
It teachesthevaluo ofnoteaand rests. 
The names of the notes. 
. The various km in which miseHo is, written. 
Th e differ oi dme. - .. 
PracUoo to musical fractions. 
; The easiest way to leam to read music. 
You learn, while paying an interesting gams. 
It is readily lec ,y children. 
Time c * s this game fc not waslsd, m la mssat 
A splendid game for evening partite. 
■' A epartare—entirely unlike any other game. 
Barents can teach their oWldsea the‘rudiments at misgavea tt not 
n, , dans ten acsSves 
Interesting to ole . g, advanced aUka. 
Those intending; te study innate will find it to .their advanteg® te play 
this game s while below beginning teaoas 
Price BO Cents. . 
Ad 3; *; im Bn bII ok©s» 
Ti m . 
Fo le by all Single Dealers in tl Ur It -j *1,tc 
Bv S. M, SEFTON. 
If© (Bsm&a 
ADDRESS PUBLISHER. 
FOB RAPIDLY GAINING THE NECESSARY TECHNICAL ABILITY FOR 
The vnadeqwte recvSte from teohiiml asercisss ai fkepiam ate well known to piano players, and form 
jreat bamer to' a-.yksMpg|> advancement in piano playing. 
Lr'j». sis. - suite, and can now supply at a cheap 
cost a better and eimhsi direct process 
for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of the hand. ' 
Employed by eminent pianiste in their teaching, and for their own per¬ 
sonal use. Hundreds of teachers testify that It is invaluable to both them¬ 
selves and their pupils. 
; As this new method marks a most Important reform In technioal- feadi- 
lug, al piano -pkyera should make themselves acqisalateil with is principte 
by reading a leckare delivered by Mr. Brotherhood, at Chantonqna, M. Y., 
npom “Siiii'iBrmns Piaho Touch, akb Ways aicd Melaks to its Ac^uire= 
mekt,” sent free, oh application to 
iCHNICON 
307 and 
wMMmsgm® 
8E¥E1-0CTA¥E W 
b m rasa" W a issablsihes 1886. 820’and 
F! A1 © §. __.._ 
.. . „ ^— Our Concert Grand Organs 
——J-—- stracted as to insure the Most Mem- 
operated by the knees. This does 
DSore tllS.® SCO Pianos Sold! to ScEhooEg which often, through damp weather, 
and College® Sin 1801. “oe- ^■W»~««fa.0rgm. 
. Piano, By a peculiar construction 
===== possible, forming & qualifying hem, 
ity is obtained, differing from all 
have no stops, but are so con- 
tifksl-I$ i , by the use of two layers 
©way will mplicated stop action, 
causes much trouble and annoy- 
is that of a handsome Upright 
srto c red im- 
a remarkable resonating Pipe qucl- 
The Seeds mm the best patented 
brilliant Attegretto or Staccato music 
tire same as on a .Piano. Beware of 
ment styled “Piano Organs” and 
design, and voiced co that the most 
01 hi iiii ti< nf of Ms 1 * to 
Every Genome Carpenter C|aaaSluy 
HAT’S what you want to remember when about 
to purchase an organ,—^that’s the principle on 
J \ which 90,000 Carpenter Organs have beeri 
constructed. If your local dealer does not sell them, 
write us direct; we can deal with you just as well 
' as thouSh y°u ca^ed at our factory, because we will 
send any organ you select on test trial and pay all 
i|||freights if not perfectly satisfactory.. No risk for 
y°u 5 that’s left to us. A catalogue can be had for 
the asking; it will give you some valuable informa- 
■ tion about GOOD ORGANS. _ .. 
" ~~~ , E. R CARPENTER CO., 
Organ. Bears This Trade Mark. BRATTLEBORO, VT., U. S. A. 
Mannfaetosy, Wakefield, Ma® 
fifty years, and upon.their excellence alone 
have attained an 
UNPURCHASE D. P RE -EMINENCE 
Which establishes them as 
The Jofli Bergstrom Op Ifg, Co., Tie staiarS for licellence m DiraHt 
HAHOTiiSOBBO B &.M gmfflW 
BUILDBES OS3 • 
©HAM®© a end HPH0O&OT© • 
CHTOC: DfDF ORPiMQ C0HCEET’ — 
ohapel, 1 !1> L UiiUhi\isj os^caHE, CHASE BROBn PIANO CO 
20S um 000X9, 1 
FAOT0EY, 2627.-1629 S. 1. POT 8TSBB2. 
Every Piano Filly Warranted for 5 Years.— 
W. ECKIAHI & ©@o!9 
22 twmfl 24 33. EBaltismoro Street, 3BAE.1?2£2©3E11B, 
148 Fifth Ava., mom? 80f& St., - HEjW TO1K, 
81*1 3?ommoylvaiala Avo15y22®M2M©F®Xtf, ®. © 
American HawSera' Bureau, St. Louis. 
Sixteenth Year. Publishers of th© 
Shot foe Circular, 
TMS W0@UK3 A Monthly Journal published in the interests 
MINNEAPOLIS, MOT, 
13 E ASr SIX TEEN - H STREET, 
IWMMg wmm 
ij .:■■■■■ -'3 
HI 
Packed i 'cefcrga. 
Tho following are now ready:— 
BEETHOVESJ, MBTOEiSSOM, MOZART, 
WASHER, HMDEL, OH0PM, XKZT, 
SCHUBERT, MB HAYBH. 
OTH3IBB 'iO : io Iff 
The elegant portraits have given the-greatest c-atiDfao- 
•ion wherever introduced. The former price for these 
fan $4.60 each, without frame. ' Suitable for the most 
degant Studio, Musis Boom or Parlor. 
Addrecs TIH1E©„ PRES8EGS, raflUMSELPEm 
JS ' , i aaH SemEaE’IsQ toy o? -to EIiiasiellsmG .a p 
Wia. BSlascM, Hip. Win. 3B£. Sfeo.- c i nc ’ 
Me*. Alfe<s5f® JE, ffaESffim®, ©i«8« 
It is oohoise ; it is exhaustive ; it is endorsed by most 
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of 
commendation of it have been received from the most 
prominent musicians in more than twenty different 
States. It is adopted as a stahdabd work in most; of 
the Colleges, in America. Its sales have been phenome¬ 
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.:’ In Cloth, em¬ 
bossed, $1,®®! in Board covers, fft ©®a!s®and in paper 
«04 CHESTNUT ST., PHILAD’A, PA, 
Unbound Toluenes for 1886, - $1,50, Postpaid, 
-.i^41.60,to' ..‘f = ■ ' 
: : “ 4 “ 1888, - to 1.50, 44 
' “ 44 “1880, - 1.60, 14 
sr^886,;- :'2.60r; 11 
44 1887, - ■ 2,60. “ 
“ 1888, - 2.60, 44 ■ 
“ 1889, - 2.50, 44 
44 1890, ■, - 2.60, 44 
44 1891, - 2.60, 11 
These volumes contain from 18 to 20 dollars worth of muMc in 
each year. ftw various articles give a great amount of information 
of 3 Maas { slue. H is pectsli tj si Ti Ml J hat ita 
articles are of oubstanfcial and lusting worth. Address the Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Olieetmit Street, FMladelphia, Pa. 
Price $1.30, postpaid. 
Sound 
A comprehensive outline oF musical history from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe¬ 
cially designed for the use of schools and literary instft 
tutuonSo 
Address Publisher, , 
' Theobokb :PbMSE]R, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
■ vi8.,P»m.APiCT.WHTiA, Pa. 
SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW. 
iioMiiffiBi!5® Gteed Organ Mtari 
Price S1.60 By 6HAS V, LANDON. Fo algr Fine sring 
best sayings on musical topics, chosen 
, it rank of This Method is something entirely new. Every piece 
is especially arranged for the Seed Organ, They are 
selected from the best composers. Each piece is copi¬ 
ously annotated, analyzed, and every possible help given 
the pupil as to the best way of practicing and learning it. 
Pieces are carefully graded. Every difficulty is first 
prepared in an easy and attractive form. ' ThG Bess 
Organ Touch is clearly explained' (a hitherto neglected 
feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. The whys and 
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special 
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated. 
Social- Stop a Sarnpfs ©@py0 
THE®. ERESSEi, MiteliW, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
m authors m ooo.quotations 
The gams, which consists of 48 cards, can be played % 
any number of players. The object of the game is to 
impress on the mind of the players tire important events' 
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians. 
Address Pal Usher, 
THEODORE PBESSEB, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Every teacher—-every student—Aonld own iitafai 
aioa, Instraetivej practical,' .interesting and fesci- 
As a presentation;volnme it cannot be excelled. 
AT EAST 16^STnear FIFTH AVtftt 
to AES. IS THE OLD RELIABLE 
i Sll VIOLIN- MOUSE or 
/< AUGUST GEMflflDER&SGNS 
i Vi {6EAiCRl)HlflitrvioyH§^G^nS. 
EXCMANGIHB. 
The Technlcon, 
A MEOHAIIOAL APPHAHQE 
FOB THE 
Development of Piano Technic Wmm IBs.© Von Billow Edition. 
‘4KB FDmCsV !4to/toM;,, 
LiDEOAIL BSBUSTIOrJ ¥0 THE Pn®FSGOO0fj. 
The Yolume contains tie choioest of the. Ton' Jill! 
editions, which axe published is sheet form* in ft 
hooka. Thia abridged edition can bo ccsd in dsB c:?: 
fei? tho complete work. Only the most difficult csi * 
important ones have been eliminated. 
Addre2D Publisher, 
liberal deduction to the profession. 
Send for circular giving full information, 
Address 
There are few really good collections of easy in? 
cfeructive music. This album will be welcome as 
supplying a need with most teachers. They are 
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. All 
are closely fingered and edited. We consider that 
the collection cannot be excelled for formative 
1704 OMSSTWUT 8TBEET, PHILADELPHIA 
154 TRIiOIT ST., BOSTON, iftSS 
solas A8KET IN 5HEEE TOi*HU> STAXEB POE 
He?s?y Lltolff, Brunswick, Germany j Edition Chanot 
(Violin Music), and the Vienna Cqisaervatory 
: Edition of the 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
Mew Compositions for tine Pianoforte. 
BY • ' 
CORN. GURLITT. 
oiatures. Op. 17*2 
20 Melodioas Pieces in the 2d and 3d Grades. 
Each 25 cents. 
Tender Blossoms. Op. 178. 
20 Easy Melodious Duets in the 1st Grade. ( 
25 to 40 cents each. 
Six Special Etndes. Op. 185. 
Characteristic Pieces in Etude Form. 3d Grade. 
Each 50 cents. 
The above six 6tudes will be found very desirable for 
teachers’ use. Each 6tude is designed to enforce a 
special technical point, at the same time being written 
in a pleasing style. • ■: 
Velocity Studies. Op. 186. 
For Beginners, in the 2d Grade. 
' Price $1.00. 
A fine set of very easy velocity studies for small 
hands; every teacher will use them when once they are 
Very First Studies. Op. 187. . 
For BeginnerB in Pianoforte Playing. 
Price |1.00. / '• \ 
Pleasing, progressive studies from the very easiest to 
about grade 2 A. A very useful adjunct to any instruc¬ 
tion book. 
Six Sonatinas. Op. 188. 
A set of sonatinas which Bhould commend itself to 
every teacher; they combine melody and musicianly 
taste with the many little technical requirements which 
all good teachers desire. 2d grade. 
Each 40 cents. 
New Compositions for the Pianoforte. 
BY 
: JQSEF LOW. 
Pianoforte Solos. 
Op. 259. Sounds from the Carnival. (Fantaisie.) 
(3 C).. . 60 
Op. 560. Valse E16gante de Salon. (3 B) ........... .60 
Op. 569. No. 1. Bomanza. (3B)...... .60 
Op. 569. No. 2. Echo of the Chimes. (Noc¬ 
turne.) (3 B)............ .50 
Salon pieces of very pleasing character, the mix¬ 
ture of chords, finger-work, etc., making them fine 
pieces for teaching purposes. 
Four Hands. ~ 
Op. 561. A Merry Dance. (Waltz.) (3 A).75 
Useful for teaching. 
Op. 662. In Sweet Bepose. (3 A).60 
Op. 663. Three Duets for Teacher and Pupil. 
Piano parts on five notes. 
No. 1. Emil’s Cradle Song. (12).60 
No. 2. On the Bestless Sea. (Barcarole.) (12) .65 
No. 3. Gipsy Dance. (2 A) .65 
Op. 570. Four National Dances. 
No. 1. German Waltz. (3 A). .65 
No. 2. French Gavotte. (3 ).65 
No. 3. Bnssian Cossack Dance. (3 B) ..75 
No. 4. Spanish Madrilena. (3 B) .75 
The above combine pleasing and technical qualities. 
This composer seems to possess'the happy faculty of 
writing popular and useful duets. 
ANY OF THESE PIECES SENT ON SELECTION, IF DESIRED. 
Complet Oi 1 Cntalogoe sent 
fr e upon application. 
Mall Orders solicited and promptly filled 
to all parts ©f the Cou^jry. 
FOE APRIL, 1893 
(School of Touch), . , ■ 
PJlMT? H—The Scales Mhythvmi cully 
T.ty@€&6et& (School of MriMlumt JPassages). 
JPAMT III.—Arpeggios Mhythmicully 
Treated (Tu&sage School). 
TAST IF.—School of OcSuve Mramara 
Flaying. 
PRICE OF EACH $SJia 
CLitYTOT W. STJMMYs FaMisher, 
174-176 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, lit THE ENTIRE SERIES OF 
‘TffimriQfn mi 
(US AYTYm % P\ !] comprise an original system for the development 
f I \ UK y : i °f a complete technic, from the beginner to the 
> a A A\ V 13 finished artist. Its distinguishing characteristics 
8 ■ i I are: An active use of the pupil’s mind in-teehni- aVk ® cal work, with the resultant rapid and thorough 
In the selection of a Guitar development; the application of accents, thus 
W or any other instrument, the developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch 
{i J \1 purchaser must use exceeding that leads to every variety of tone color and dyna- 
' JP vfljHriv care. : Our instruments we gusp- rule quantity, and an effective system of velocity 
/ ante© to give satisfaction in tha^ secures the necessary facility and 
Wm 1 .* i -j ■ n \ speed of execution. All - of which is applied to 
» d I every particular, and especially T , ~ . 
.■m. llfy the-artistic and expressive rendition, of musical 
recommend our $10 and $16 compositions. They are printed in separate vol- 
styies, our own manufacture. umes, in order to enable teachers who are still 
UTOT TM ATTT17TTC including dependent upon Borne other system of technics to 
V 1ULI1N U U A J? 11 Oj violin,bow, add to their present stock the particular part of 
substantial case, extra set of strings, rosin, Mason’s System which they happen to need, 
etc., $10 and upward. Experience has shown that teachers differ greatly 
DAM I AC AU the leading makes at $5, of th® relative value of the 
DAINuUo. $8, $1012, $15, $20, and four elements in Mason’s System, and the publi- 
upward. ^cation in separate volumes is intended to enable 
MmMm 7ifllPN FlntPS (W<5 every one to select the particular part he desires. 
Mallllullllhj Zillutrldj nines, UU1U61S The value of the Principle of Accentuation ap- 
—in fact, everything in the line of Musical piled to. Exercises is now so generally recognized 
Instruments, at prices 20 to 60 per cent, less by all teachers and virtuosi that every book of 
than asked by other dealers for the same qual- technics now contains more or less of it. Sever¬ 
ity of goods. theirs, as Dr. Mashn was the original discoverer 
To Teachers and Students we make speoial 0( the P^P>e. no application of it has been so 
terms, and it will pay YOU to write for oar ingenious and thorough as his. 
Illustrated Catalogue at once. work 18 a wholly new exposition of the 
| subject, representing the ripened musical experi- 
F H GRIFFITH CO * ence of the distinguished author, who is a teacher 
0 B 0 ? j a virtuosi by the Grace of God. 
^The Etude. 1102 Chestnut St.y Phila., Pa. \ We have* never offered teachers more valuable 
